Herein can be found tales of the
perilous lands of the Great Steppe, an
untamed wild roamed by savage peoples
and the vengeful spirits of the earth.
Take heed of the lore contained within,
wise traveller! Know your death worm
from your murder worm! Your sun
shaman from your moon shaman! Your
Urgar from your Berkha! Tread lightly
as you go, sing the songs of the spirits
and perhaps, if lucky, you may one day
reach the fabled city of Shardis.
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An Account of my Journeys in the Steppe by Niccolo of Wissenstein
By Stephen Dove
Great King, I your servant, do here set forth a true account of my travels in the savage lands of the Urgar
Nomads, in the hope that it pleases Your Illustrious Majesty and in anticipation of release from this foul
dungeon. I know that I failed in the charge that I was given – to find an overland trade route to fabled
Khitai – yet I dare to pray that my esteemed Lord’s displeasure might have lessened during the five long
years that I have languished here in this dark prison. I write in fervent hope that Your Majesty will hear
my tale, understand the dangers I faced and perhaps think better of me. Some of the things I have to tell,
in the dankness of this lightless dungeon, seem so fantastic that I can scarcely believe them myself. Yet I
swear by the Saviour himself that all that I write herein is purest truth as God gave it to me; if it pleases
Your Majesty.
I set forth from Selentium in the spring of the nine hundred and sixty seventh year Anno Sancto, as my
King had commanded. For many days after, we followed the courses of the Felda river towards the high
mountains of Harogarn, avoiding the roads to keep our mission secret as you ordered, esteemed Majesty.
We left the Felda just as it bent southwards towards the Sleetmarsh, but got lost in a heavy mist and were
tormented by insects for several days, even as the ground grew marshy underfoot. I succumbed to a fever
soon after and have little memory of the week that followed, save for the slow, unending tread of horses’
hooves and of the great heat that soon held us all in its fiery grasp.
I came back to my senses to find myself in a strange town carved out of high walls of stone, on the edge of
the steppe. Strangely, I could clearly hear the sound of plainchant wafting into my room. It emerged that
my guides had left me in the care of the Holy Brothers of St. Olaf, an order of monks dedicated to
bringing word of the Saviour to the savages of the plains. Though I was bedridden and as weak as a
stripling, I soon learned from Brother Stefanos, the Hospitaller of St. Olaf’s, that I was in Ulaan Uud, a
trade town built in and around a great maze of stone walls that has stood in the steppe since before the
memory of man first began. I was later to learn much of the men of Ulaan Uud, a hook nosed people
called the Berkha who style themselves as the ‘traders of the steppe’. Upon hearing of my mission, Brother
Stefanos employed a Berkha trader called Kahlo to teach me their tongue as well as that of the Urgars.
When I first saw him, I was amazed for his skin was so sun-kissed as to be nigh on black, save for livid
pink scars crisscrossing every inch of his face and skin and forming strange patterns that seemed to hint at
some deeper meaning. This trader swathed himself in grey robes to hide his skin from the sun and also
wore much jewellery, mainly gold and amber. He professed himself a tailor and his speech was very
thickly accented and unlike even the men of Opalar. It was from Kahlo that I first learned of the Berkha
hatred for the Urgars, arising from the tribute they must pay to the nomads each time their caravans seek
to cross the Great Plains. Kahlo told me lurid tales of the how the Urgars would sack the mud brick towns
of the Berkha whenever the mood took them, selling those poor souls within into slavery.
I was many weeks in that bed, overlooking the market, with Kahlo and Stefanos as my only visitors. As
the sun-scorched days wheeled and passed, my knowledge of the Berkha tongue waxed, so that I could
soon eavesdrop on the conversations that drifted up to my window from the square below. From those
brief exchanges I learned that the Berkha get most of their goods from an ancient city called Shardis and
that a line of Berkha towns stretches across the endless steppe, connecting our markets with those of
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Khitai. I also learned that most traders only travelled to the next town in the chain, fearing to range
further over the steppe, so that goods cross the plains in many short caravans, often journeying only a few
weeks to make their profit. Many traders also spoke in hushed whispers of a ‘River of Salt’ but I did not
understand their meaning. When I asked Kahlo, he would not answer until I produced a gold coin, one of
those given to me by Your Majesty and hidden in the seams of my saddlebags. Kahlo, his eyes hooded,
then snapped up the coin with the speed of a striking snake. At last he admitted, in a voice barely above a
whisper, to an underground river, apparently arising from a lake of salt water, which has carved a passage
beneath the steppe that runs all the way from Shardis to a great and impassable chasm that is said to
separate Khitai and the lands beyond from the great plains. Kahlo told me that no Berkha has ever walked
that underground road, for it is guarded by the gates of Shardis and is the sole preserve of their traders.

According to other tales told to me by Kahlo, the Urgar hate the men of Shardis above all others, for they
need pay the nomads no tribute and their high walls protect them from the bows of these steppe-reavers.
Yet most amazing of all was to come, for when Kahlo produced a clay tablet bearing the seal of Shardis, I
recognised the device of the unholy Magi of Spyte. It seems that the Magi long ago built one of their
dread fastnesses in the heart of the plains and have controlled all trade twixt Khitai and our own lands
since the first caravans began. Indeed, Kahlo insisted that Shardis has stood for a thousand years and was a
city of many marvels. I humbly offer this intelligence to Your Majesty, as I think it of great worth.
Perhaps this city of Shardis is the source of those rumours that hold that a city of white-skinned men,
alike in kindred to us, exists near the heart of the steppe. To me this carries great hope that we might one
day reach an accord with the men of Shardis, for all that they are ungodly and tainted. Certainly we may
fare better than with the nomads, by the grace of God.
Kahlo told me many other tales of the steppe, of the Shimmering Citadel, an eldritch maze of stone, akin
to the one surrounding Ulaan Uud but on a much larger scale, that is said to move across the steppe,
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vanishing at each sunset and appearing out of the haze at dawn. I at first laughed at what I took to be a
children's tale, but then he looked at me with such seriousness in his face that my mirth was stilled. Kahlo
then told me of how he had actually seen the citadel and even traded with men who lived upon the rock.
He shivered despite the heat of the day as he told me of the fate of those who touch, even for an instant,
the gold that comes from that place: doomed forever to wander the steppe, endlessly seeking the citadel
and the chance to gain more of that accursed metal ‘til they shrivel in the heat and their sun-bleached
bones are all that remain of them. The old man wept as he said these words and he later confessed that
this is what had befallen his only brother. I never saw Kahlo again after that day; he vanished into the
maze of Ulaan Uud and would not speak with me again. I soon grew strong enough to walk again, and
after a few weeks more I joined a caravan of Berkha traders heading east across the steppe, with the
blessings of brother Stefanos and the other men of St Olaf’s ringing in my ears.
The next few weeks of travel were not easy ones. We rode on short stocky horses, akin in size to ponies
but with a strength and endurance greater even than that of the mounts ridden by knights and
Cataphracts in our own lands. The horses were burdened not only with men and saddlebags, but many
bore huge loads lashed onto their sides with ropes. We plodded slowly across the steppe, with heavily
armed guards ranging both before and behind us, looking for signs of Urgars or bandits. What can I tell
you about the steppe? All you have heard about it are likely wild tales. This is no endless flat land but a
folded place of steep ridges and deep vales with wide plains stretching out in between. The northern
heights of the hills are crowned with larch trees whose wood makes bright campfires that spit huge sparks
into the clear night sky and can be a danger to tents. Indeed, if you dare to venture into the larch woods,
then the tracks of wolves are clearly visible and many of the trees are burned to charcoal. I asked one of
the traders about this and he pointed to the sky. I did not know what he meant until the next night, when
I saw lightning flash across the sky and realised that these bolts from the heavens can start forest fires in
the dry steppe. Lightning is very common in these grasslands, and the nights where I lay awake watching
the silent flashes of heaven lighting up my tent as bright as day came very often.
There is also a sense of a great span of years in this land, for the ruins of lost civilisations sometimes rise
out of the grass. Some look like the carved tombs of Kaikahuru but others are no more than hummocks in
the grass. I saw one ruin that resembled a gigantic face made of stone staring up at the sky from the wide
plain below. The Berkha have no idea who built it, but use it as a landmark to navigate by. In that same
valley I found some carvings on a fragment of stone in a river, but the language looked like none that I
have ever seen nor heard tell of. Whatever the great stone face was, the traders would not even go into its
shadow, but I tell you it was a stade* or more across. After many sore days in the saddle, I began to notice
that my Berkha companions also sang eerie songs in the Urgar tongue as they crossed certain lands.
When I asked them about this they whispered that these laments were taught to them by the wandering
shamans of the Urgar, who warned them that only by the power of these words would the evils of the
earth be kept at bay. I dismissed this as idle superstition until one night the trader on watch fell asleep at
his post. It emerged later that it was this man’s turn to sing the songs, and what happened next is no word
of a lie; I swear to the Saviour that I speak true. The wind suddenly rose, and as it did so something vast
and terrible seemed to boil out of the steppe. It was a swirling mass of dust that strode towards our camp,
flattening several tents as it sought us. We would all have been undone then, but a clear voice rose above
the wind and suddenly the being was held still, as terrible gusts whirled around it.
* S tade : a distance of 185 metres.
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An Urgar woman, old as the hills, strode out of the moonlit steppe and regarded us with eyes as hard as
flint as the wind whipped her iron grey hair. She demanded to know who had offended the spirits. The
trader who had slept was dragged weeping before her and she began beating her drum. As the sound
throbbed against the darkness she sang a keening song into the rising wind. The drumbeat quickened and
she slipped on a dreadful mask, gyring round and round like a woman possessed. The trader began to
moan, perhaps sensing his fate, as the drumbeat rolled on and on in a terrible tattoo, slowly rising in
tempo until it reached a climax and was then abruptly stilled as the woman stretched out both her arms
towards the trader. With a lazy flick of her wrist, she opened the trader’s throat with a stone-bladed knife
and keened harsh words as his blood gushed out and soaked the steppe at his feet. In an instant, the wind
died and the monster fell into nothingness with a sigh like a wind in the grass. The old woman took off
her mask then and held each one of us in her contemptuous gaze for a moment before walking out into
the night without another word. I was too shocked to speak for several hours and almost fell back in a
fever. It took the Caravan master Chulua much of the next day to rouse me from my stupor, feeding me
flatbread and wine until I came back to this world. Towards evening we came upon a plain dotted with
strange pillars, each with a rough stairway curving around it up to the top. Each platform was twice the
height of a man off the ground, with some many times higher. We laid the body of the dead trader at the
top of one of the pillars for the birds to feast upon.
Chulua explained how the shamans demand that all those slain to appease the earth be given in sky burial
to the ‘Sky-Father’, the deity of the Urgars, even though the Berkha custom is to burn their dead. I snarled
then at how savage the shamans were and Chulua told me to guard my tongue as they were even more
ruthless than I could guess. Vultures began circling before we had even stripped the body. The next day,
as we rode across a plain of shrivelled grass, a thousand grasshoppers leaping into the air with each step of
our horses, Chulua spoke of the shamans. He told me that though they are Urgars, they serve the
Sky-Father and are charged with strengthening the nomads, much as a horse-breeder tries to strengthen
the line of his stud. Many shamans live in the ‘Cities of Eagles’; high places holy to the Sky-Father where
the tribes sometimes gather, but that others also wander the steppe. Chulua warned me against them,
telling me of how he had seen a shaman slit the throats of all those who had gotten themselves drunk at a
revelry in the Berkha town of Maroc; Urgar and Berkha alike were both slain like cattle. I asked him then
about the beliefs of his people, a subject that Kahlo had never been willing to speak of. As we rode,
Chulua told me of the Berkha obsession with fate: how they let the larvae of a certain desert insect crawl
across their skin on their naming day, and how the scars formed by its passage foretell their future. This, I
learned, is why the Berkha keep their skin covered, to hide the tale of their lives from strangers. He also
told me how they hold darkness sacred, carve tunnels into the hillsides, and do not speak on their holy
days, which are foretold by the stars.
The next weeks seemed endless, the pitiless sun rising each day into a cloudless blue sky and lashing us
with heat whilst we plodded across the vastness of the steppe. Huge eagles wheeled overhead, casting dark
shadows across our path. Once I even fancied that I saw a colossal lizard flying in the distance, but the
Berkha rode into a ravine before I could get a good look and would not come out until it had gone.
Whatever it was, it had a huge lizard-like body and vast wings. Later that day, we found a dead, half-eaten
wolf carcass; the bite marks on the body confirmed that the wolf’s attacker must have had a head the size
of a full grown horse. I found a tooth the size of my forearm and resolved not to look too closely next
time I saw such a creature. The traders muttered darkly to themselves all that day and I caught the
mention of the word ‘dragon’ once or twice, though none would speak further.
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Everything on the steppe is so big; a hill you think is a stade away is more than five, and the valleys thus
seem to go on forever. Insects are everywhere, and some leap up at the approach of any animal,
chit-chitting in protest as you pass by. Marmot holes dot the steppe everywhere and one must be careful
that a horse does not put a foot down into their burrows or else the animal’s leg will end up broken.
Much of the ground is littered with small stones that can make a horse lame, for all the surefootedness of
the steppe horses. Other dangers include vast pavements of rock where huge outcrops of stone reflect the
heat and turn the air into an oven or can blind a man who stares too long. To save my sight when we
reached such a plain of stone, Chulua cut a scrap of cloth and covered my eyes so that I was looking out of
only a narrow slit.
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Our daily routine was simple: we would water the horses at dawn and dusk, and also stop at any water we
found to refill our water skins, for the land was mostly dry, though there were frequent springs that gave
rise to small rivers. It was easy to miss the springs, and I was always amazed by how easily the Berkha
found them; often one had only to be a stone’s throw away and they were completely hidden from sight.
We came across many lakes but at least half were poisonous or too salty to drink, and it was always a sore
trial to ride by such a body of water in the scorching sun and be able to gain no refreshment. The grass
was mostly wiry and coarse, though our horses seemed to like it. At the end of each day we would drive a
stake into the ground and tie the horses to it, moving the stake as our animals denuded the area of grass.
As someone was awake all night to sing the songs and to guard the horses, the thin grass was able to
nourish our animals, as we constantly moved the stake to fresh grazing. Even in lands where no night
songs were necessary did someone remain awake because of the Urgars. Horse-stealing from ‘otuks’ as
they call us, is something of a sport amongst the nomad tribes.

After hearing so much about the Urgars, it was almost a relief when we finally met some. A dozen men
on horseback, bows strapped to their curious wooden saddles, rode down into our camp about two days
before we reached Maroc. Each carried a bulging bag filled with marmot, as they were hunters. They
were dark of complexion and ruddy cheeked, and looked stocky and very strong. Off their horses, their
legs seemed almost bowed, and some walked like sailors with a rolling gait. Chulua told me afterwards
that they ride almost from birth, as Urgar children are strapped to goats so that they learn early. He added
that this is because the Urgars believe they have been cursed by the spirits of the earth and fear to walk
upon it too long. This is also why they move their camps all the time, sing the night-songs and ride
horses. Having seen the power of the earth firsthand, I was in no mood to disbelieve him. The Urgars
entered the camp warily, showing their bare hands. Our guards looked anxious and kept their swords
ready, but relaxed when the nomads produced a skin filled with Airag, the fermented mare's milk drink of
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the Urgar, and began sharing it. The taste was not unpleasant but I found my bowels loosening after
drinking more than a cupful. The Urgars’ speech was difficult to understand at first and I soon realised
how badly the Berkha speak the Urgar tongue, as did I having learned their mistakes.
The Urgars were from the Hosht Sept, a group known to my Berkha friends. I later discovered that all
Urgars travel in bands that are like travelling villages, sleeping in a roughly circular felt tent called a gyur.
Each Sept owes allegiance to a Khan or leader. The leader of a single Sept is usually known as a Dahka or
Dahka Khan, and a Sept can be anything from one to hundreds of gyurs, depending upon the size of the
Sept. I asked the Urgars if they only eat what they can hunt and they laughed like mad men, pointing to a
huge herd of small goats and sheep that had just spilled into the valley where we were camped. It seems
that the nomads farm the land with animals rather than crops. This did not surprise me for the steppe
would make very poor farmland, being so dry and barren. As they talked amongst themselves I heard
them use the word Otuk many times, and screwed up my courage to ask them what it meant. There was
an awful silence and I could feel hands grasping swords, but their leader just laughed suddenly and
pointed at me. I was an Otuk and suddenly I understood; this is what the Urgars call anyone not of the
tribes. It roughly translates as ‘they who only walk’ and is only a shade off an insult. The Urgars left then,
vaulting onto their horses and riding away in a cloud of dust towards the approaching herds. I also saw
camels ladened with packed-up gyurs labouring behind the sheep and goats, so that soon the whole valley
was full of animals and Urgars. The noise as the animals passed us seemed deafening after days filled with
only the calls of grasshoppers.
The next day we entered a dry valley but could see the mud-brick walls of Maroc shimmering in the hazy
heat ahead of us. Even so, it took us half a day to cross the valley, and when we stopped for a midday meal,
the Berkha lit a fire using dried animal dung for fuel, as the Urgar always do. Chulua then asked me about
my plans, for he was only going on as far as Maroc. He said he would find me another trustworthy
caravan to join but I was determined to meet and travel with the Urgars. He grew very worried when I
told him this, but having seen the speed at which the Urgars could travel compared with the slow pace of
the Berkha, I decided it was the only way to reach Shardis.
Maroc proved to be an odd town; built atop a high outcrop of hard rock overlooking a wide plain, it is a
lazy spiral of mud-brick walls upon which tiny houses have been built. Narrow alleyways radiate out in all
directions from the main street, forming a labyrinth of connections that are deliberately confusing. None
of the houses have entrances at street level, and Chulua explained that this made the town easier to
defend. Ladders are propped against every building and allow the Berkha to get from the entrances on the
roof of each house down into the narrow streets. The town was clearly built to defend against mounted
enemies and I wondered again at the uneasy peace that exists between the Urgars and the other peoples of
the steppe. However, for all of its rudeness, there was a certain order and beauty to Maroc, and I could
not help but admire people who could make a living from such a harsh land. Indeed, the town boasts a
wind-powered pump that moves water up into a great cistern that is one of the highest buildings. Water
from the cistern in turn runs through a pipe concealed in the main wall that supplies all the Berkha roof
gardens, so that most buildings are festooned with vines and other plants that fill the air with the buzzing
of insects and the smells of ripening fruits. Chulua chuckled as I stared fascinated at the town, for Maroc
was his home.
I could have stayed in Maroc a long time, but met several knights the first evening and hired Sir Ector and
his men to be my escorts, thinking that God himself had put them in my path. These Albish knights had
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been given a letter to deliver to the Autan of Maroc by a Ferromani nobleman whose family I knew, and
having completed their task were now eager for further employ. All wore tabards emblazoned with the
cross and so I had no hesitation in engaging them.
We rode out with some Urgars to their camp the next day. There were perhaps thirty gyurs ranged along
a wooded valley, indicating a Khan of moderate power. The Dahka of this Sept, the Orkha, consulted his
hearth-shaman, and luckily the bones she threw augured well for us. The Dahka told us of a gathering of
one of the greatest of the Urgar tribes, the Hunkunkai, and advised me to present my case to a gathering
of the Khans. I agreed and so for many long days we journeyed with the Orkha Sept.
The clans are continually on the move, and for this purpose carry their homes with them. When the time
comes to make camp, a family can set up one of their gyurs in under an hour. First, a prepared lattice of
willow hoops is raised, this being secured in the ground with heavy pegs. Large bolts of felt are wrapped
onto this framework to form the walls of the home. The felt and the ropes used to lash the structure
together are made from horsehair, and the clan’s herd animals provide oils to make the home proof
against cold and rain.
Invited into one such tent, I found the interior decorated with rugs and trinkets. The central part of the
roof, above the fire, is left open, as one also finds in the mead-halls of Mercania and Thuland. Despite
this, I can attest that the home remains warm and comfortable even when the bitterest steppe wind is
blowing outside. My own host, whose name was Shweymar, invited me to sit beside him on the brown
rug occupying the northernmost third of the floor, opposite the entrance. This was a great honour, as the
steppe people keep this area for the head of the household, his elders and guests of high status. Behind us
were several idols depicting Shweymar’s household deities. In front of this area of high status, the floor is
divided into two other sections. To the left of the doorway sit the women and children. The host’s sons
and younger male guests sit on the right. Utensils for cooking and other household purposes are kept in
the left-hand area, while weapons are placed in a rack between the right-hand area and the host’s rug. I
was to discover that this tradition of signifying status extends throughout the steppes, even to the
homesteads of the citadels. Whether this is happenstance or real evidence that the tribes once belonged to
a single unrecorded civilization is a question that can never be answered. The Urgars themselves tell of a
time when they were the servants of a dark power that ruled from a place high in the Harogarn
Mountains. From these tales I deduced that the nomads were once in the power of the Shadowlords
themselves, which may explain their ferocity. Certainly Gol-Batta, the hearth-shaman of Shweymar’s
gyur, seemed to believe that ‘the earth did not walk’ before the time of the Shadowlords, and that the fact
that it does so now is a curse laid upon the Urgars by those who threw the dark ones down. Whether this
is a true story or just another superstition is difficult to say.
For many weeks we traveled with the Urgar and I saw them in all their moods. The men would ride off in
the morning, trying to catch horses, sheep, goats and cattle that would have moved off in the night to find
better grazing. Sometimes wolves would chase their flocks and the Urgars would have to fight to defend
them. I saw one horse that was seriously wounded by wolves and often heard their calls at night. The men
would also leave the gyurs to hunt or to visit their neighbours and share a cup of Airag; this latter ritual
was a most popular pastime and one that I found most vexing, since we, as outsiders, were often used as
an excuse for such a visit. I confess that in all my time amongst the Urgars, I never grew used to the effect
of Airag and was often ill from its effects on my digestion. Most of Sir Ector’s company were similarly
afflicted.
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The women of the gyurs work hard, milking goats, sheep and horses, making cheese and Airag, and
cooking the food for the men. Even the children herd the animals or help their mothers with the baking
of borstk, a type of Urgar sweet-bread.
At last, after many days, we saw huge flocks ahead of us and drew near to a mountain. Eagles circled high
above the strange red peak, and shamans and outriders rode to meet us. We were taken to a vast camp of
gyurs that was as large as any town and into a huge gyur. There, dressed in their finery, were the
Tugla-Khans of the Hunkunkai. Each commanded a Tuman or a thousand horsemen, and so were
accounted mighty amongst their kind, for the Hunkunkai had no Aga, or great Khan, a position that only
the strongest of them could hope to achieve. Indeed it will be an evil day for Selentium if any of the tribes
ever do produce an Aga-Khan strong enough to bend all the other Khans to his will, for their army would
blot out the sun and will stretch from horizon to horizon.
The Tugla-Khans barely looked at us but I presented my letter asking for safe passage for our caravans to
Khitai and it was taken by a Khitain courtier who obviously served the Urgars. His rouged face and pale
white skin intrigued me, but I was given no time to talk as we were bundled out of the gyur to await the
will of the Tugla-Khans. It was then that my foolishness caught up with me, for Sir Ector and his men
were not what they seemed, and were in fact traitorous Capellars. They drew their blades and plunged
back into the gyur, and I soon heard the screams and grunts of combat as blade rang on blade.
In the end, all of the Capellars were slain, but not before they had mortally wounded Oglish, the Tugla
Khan who most opposed friendship with Selentium. I was taken in chains, my dreams of passage west for
our traders in tatters, and spent months digging salt in an Urgar mine. In the end, I was exchanged for an
Urgar Khan who had been captured raiding into Asmulia and then, as you know Great King, I was placed
in this foul hole for my failure. I humbly beg forgiveness my Lord, but had not these treacherous
Capellars become involved in my affairs then I feel sure that my mission would have succeeded. If my
King would only see fit then I could resume my mission, this time finding the fabled City of Shardis and
petitioning the Krathian Magi for passage under the steppe to the Great Rift that I heard spoken of. With
my knowledge of the languages of the plains I feel sure that I could convince them to trade with us, even
though the Urgars no longer trust me.
The last testament of Niccolo of Wissenstein, written shortly before his death in prison in 975 AS.
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The Gunguska
By Damian May
The Gunguska are a loosely organized and currently failing tribal confederation of Urgar that occupy a
broad, sprawling territory in the steppes, stretching from south of the Hazrans Gap, westward to the
territory of the Black Pavilion.
The Gunguska confederation originated near the borders of Khitai and, after having been pushed by
stronger Urgar tribes into the western parts of the steppes abutting the Gnawing Waste, migrated further
west into the territories abutting the Harogarn Ranges. More recently still, they have moved into the
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steppe area north of the Swamps of the Jinn causing tensions with the southern Berkha and Harogarni
settlements there.
Like other Urgar, the Gunguska are nomadic pastoralists and warriors who live in gyurs. Of late they
have become involved in various conflicts with the forces of Sitai Khan, eastern outposts of the Selentine
Empire, Harogarn Tribes, northern Zheniri tribes, Berkha settlements and the stocky, strange beings
known locally as the Mountain Kings or Maggot Folk, allying themselves with one or the other side at
different times.
The Gunguska currently hold tenuous mastership of the steppe north of the Swamp of the Jinn but they
face a number of mounting pressures. During the early forays into the Eastern Selentine Empire by the
Oshkosa, the Gunguska sided at different times with both the invading Khan and the defending Selentine
princes. In vengeance the Oshkosa penetrated for a second time into Gunguska territory and killed
Bochiman, the Khan of the eastern Gunguska tribes. The Gunguska confederation was greatly weakened,
and many of its eastern lands and people were incorporated into the Black Pavilion, the westernmost
division of the fledgling empire of Khan Sitai.
Many of the western Gunguska peoples fled to the Selentine Empire, and some of their warriors became
mercenaries for the Coradian crusaders and the Selentines. Defeated Gunguska warriors also became a
major source of slaves for parts of the Ta'ashim world. Gunguska slaves - called Maml'k - serving in the
Zheniri armies have a growing martial role, and their fame has spread as far as Opalar.

Khanate of The Black Pavilion
Many tribes in the east fly the "Yoson Khar Tug" or the "Nine Black Banners" as their war banner, made
of black horsetail hairs and flown on a single long pole. The nine banners are always flown together, as
the number nine brings luck to those associated with it. Those who fly them look to the Black Pavilion,
the tribe of war magic, the masters of demons, to bless their raids.
The Black Pavilion, one of the Nomad Khanates, is materially the poorest of the Urgar tribes, but in times
of war they wield a great deal of power in unifying the disparate tribes to a common purpose.
Relying perhaps too much on its ancient reputation, the Black Pavilion has long been said to house the
most powerful shamans of the steppes, and in recent years steps have been taken to lend truth to that
reputation, through means that other tribes would no doubt be troubled by if they knew the truth. But for
now the Black Pavilion is feared throughout the Khanates because of the supernatural forces commanded
by their leaders.
Uniquely, the shamans of the Black Pavilion are divided into three factions, instead of the usual two: the
Black Moon, the White Sun, and the Yellow Grass shamans.
Alone among the Urgar peoples, the faction of Black Moon shamans are regarded as the more powerful of
the three, and their rule is absolute in the Black Pavilion. It is said these shamans draw their power from
the lower worlds and summon powerful demonic and dead spirits to serve them.
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Secretly, a number of these shamans are actually sorcerers drawn from conquered peoples in Khitai,
Batuban and other places. It is whispered by shamans of other tribes that the Black Pavilion teaches
forbidden rites. From their summoned demonic servants it is said they have learned the rites to steal and
eat the souls of others, and they use this power to heal, to harm and to start wars.
The Black Moon shamans dress in bear skins and black ribbons over a dark blue dress, and their
breastplates bear clan symbols and representations of patron spirits. They conduct their ceremonies at
night with drums, staves and minor assistant spirits in attendance, and many of their rites include the
sacrifice of black-coated or feathered animals.
As the Black Moon shamans hide sorcerous secrets, the White Sun shamans hide mystical secrets. The
Black Pavilion has actively recruited among their White Sun shamans some of the practitioners known in
other lands as mystics.
Though mystics have spontaneously arisen among the Urgar in the past, they were usually put to death by
the shamans as being unclean and attracting evil spirits. In recent years, to bolster their failing power, the
Black Pavilion has been identifying young mystics and kidnapping or purchasing them from other tribes.
These individuals dress as do White Sun shamans but devote themselves solely to the mystery cult of
Damdig the Blacksmith and are trained as smiths of high repute.
The costume of the White Sun shaman is regarded as a suit of armour that protects its wearer from the
attacks of harmful spirits. His or her clothing and staff are covered with miniature weapons of iron forged
in ceremonies to Damdig, the patron deity of blacksmiths and armourer of shamans. The shaman's helmet
bears two antlers on either side; the number of the prongs indicate the rank of the circle the shaman has
received.
Like other Urgar shamans the power of a White Sun shaman is expressed by the number of weapon
talismans on their costume. Those who have been practising for many years have far more elaborate
costumes; as stronger and more experienced shamans encounter stronger spirits they construct more and
more protective talismans. The spirits the talismans are aimed at are not those summoned by the shaman
themselves, but the evil spirits or various kinds of demons that accompany and try to follow the invoked
ones, or those the shaman tries to expel from a body, place or item.
As the moon and sun shamans are divided by their sexes (the masculine moon and feminine sun) so are
the sorcerers and mystics among them. Among the White Sun shamans male mystics are often
emasculated and must dress and conduct themselves for the rest of their lives as females. The reverse is
true for female sorcerers hidden among the Black Moon shamans.
The Yellow Grass shamans are a group of mysterious mountain dwellers from the ranges east of
Harogarn who have recently joined the Black Pavilion. It has been a source of much whispering and
rumour among the other tribes, and it may be the adoption of these shamans that ultimately destroys the
Black Pavilion from without and within.
There are no true shamans among these newcomers; the dozen or so Yellow Grass shamans are actually
those known elsewhere as warlocks and have become known to other Urgar tribes as fell shaman of war
and the horse. They have risen quickly and are the newly chosen vanguard of the Black Pavilion Khan,
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usurping the position of his senior warriors and even the elder Moon and Sun shamans among the Black
Pavilion.
Yellow Grass shamans weave their talismans into the construction of weapons and armour. They can
create powerful effects which make their ceremonial staves and costume powerful objects.
Though only recently adopted they have already usurped powerful positions among the Black Pavilion
and have destabilised the traditions that hold the khanate together. Their open displays of power so
different to those traditionally practised by other shamans have led many outside of the Black Pavilion to
invite them to the Cities of the Eagles where they can be tested and pronounced true or false. So far they
have resisted, but the extra attention they draw runs the risk that the sorcerers and mystics already hiding
among the Black Pavilions shaman factions may be found out, and if that occurs the khanate will be torn
asunder.
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Khanate Bestiary
White Light from the Mouth of Infinity
When one thinks of the many books detailing the monstrous inhabitants that stalk the world of Legend,
one’s mind inevitably turns to the classic research tomes of yore. The scholar-monk Ecgric’s E
 ntire
Compendium of Creatures Malign & Mysterious, for example. Or perhaps the epic Zoology of Philomenes,
sage of ancient Emphidor. The much-travelled Lord Jadhak’s mind-searing grimoire T
 he Indigenes of the
Realms of Demons. And even Claudio Fiorillo’s mysterious F orgotten Bestiary. However, these works are
mere theses and dissertations when compared to the greatest bestiary of them all: the C
 odex
Cryptozoologica of the Krarthian Mage known as White Light, avatar of knowledge.
Each creature is presented as per the D
 ragon Warriors Bestiary, with a lengthy descriptive section followed
by a block of game statistics. The latter part follows the guidelines of the Bestiary (pp. 5-8), and includes
Category, Number, Habitat and Typical Treasure, along with normal combat statistics.We present the
following denizens from the rolling grasslands and arid basins of the Eastern Steppes…

Flatland Death Worm
By Andrew Wright
…we had been hunting the tiger for three days across the steppes when its tracks passed by a shallow dell. Therein
lay the ruin of an abandoned shrine of the local nomads. Vizkhan, our lead tracker, cautioned against entering the
place, but our younger colleagues Gistoc and Ferdulian sensed treasure and ventured forth, with myself someway
behind to keep an eye on them. A light dew dusted the crumbling bricks and surrounding grass with a splendour of
glittering drops, providing a backdrop of beauty that was utterly at odds with the horrific screams of pain that
suddenly rang out!
Dashing forward, I spied Gistoc on his knees and tearing at his face with his hands, while a noxious yellow liquid
covered his head and shoulders, burning through skin, hair and cloth alike. The culprit was a hideous fat worm the
size of a man, with a ribbed and segmented body the very colour of blood. It reared up and thrashed around blindly,
scattering further yellow gobbets of ichor from its quivering maw. Ferdulian, who had been standing still in total
shock, drew his sword and lashed out at the beast. The moment his weapon touched the creature, there was a flash
and a bang and the air was full of the sharp scent that follows a lightning strike in a thunderstorm. Ferdulian was a
blackened corpse and his weapon a twisted lump of metal. The creature, completely unharmed by the altercation,
turned and slithered off into the depths of the shrine.
I gingerly backed out, dragging the still howling wreck that was Gistoc with me, careful not to touch his wounds or
the acidic poison that caused them. He died not long after, screaming the whole time until the venom ate finally
through his throat and silenced him forever…
- Mestac Vestpline, Tales of a Tamorian Venturer Abroad on the High Plains
The Flatland Death Worm is a fearsome and lethal beast from the Eastern Steppes. In appearance it is
similar to a gigantic fat leech, mottled blood-red in colour and around two metres long. The nomads call
it o rlghoi khorkhoi (‘intestine worm’) for its resemblance to the innards of an ox or a camel. One end has a
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triangular mouth with small fangs at each corner, while the other is adorned with a series of fleshy
protuberances that are constantly twitching; this organ is believed to play some role in generating
electricity. The Death Worm lacks eyes but it must have other sensory organs of some sort, as it is highly
aware of its surroundings in either darkness or light.
The worm is found in arid areas across the steppes, where it lives in shallow burrows among sand dunes
or on the shores of dried-out lakes. Here it can sometimes be seen basking in the sun after one of the
infrequent rainstorms that sweep through the plains. Moisture of any kind appears to drive it to the
surface. Nomads say the creature preys on small mammals such as marmots and ground-squirrels, as well
as anything larger that is unfortunate enough to cross its path.
The Death Worm’s usual attack strategy is to rise abruptly from its burrow or hiding place and unleash a
continuous stream of yellow acidic poison from its mouth. This can be used as either a missile weapon
(Short range: 0-5m, Medium & Long: not applicable) or melee weapon. As well as causing some corrosive
damage, the acid counts as a strong poison (Dragon Warriors, p.122).
The creature has one further trick to play. If struck in melee combat, it will immediately release a
powerful blast of electrical energy that causes 6 Health Points damage to whoever hit it (with no Armour
Bypass roll needed). In addition, the person striking the worm will suffer further damage if they are
wielding a metal weapon or wearing metal armour. This damage is equal to 1 Health Point for every point
of Armour Factor or damage inflicted by their weapon, plus 1 further Health Point if they are using a
shield. Thus if Sir Thiagos (sword, shield, plate armour) hit a Flatland Death Worm, he would suffer 6
HP + 4 HP (sword) + 5 HP (plate armour) + 1 HP (shield) for a total of 16 Health Points damage. The
person’s metal weapon will also be destroyed in the attack, unless it is enchanted.
It is unknown whether there are limits to the amount of acid spittle or the number of electrical shocks
that the creature can produce, as those few nomads who have survived the onslaught of a Flatland Death
Worm attack have not left detailed accounts of their encounters. Sustained missile fire, however, will
cause the beast to retreat to its burrow, and this is the tactic the nomads usually employ to drive the
creature away.
FLATLAND DEATH WORM
ATTACK 18, Acid Spray (d10, 3 and strong
poison) or Electric Shock (see above)
DEFENCE 2
MAGICAL DEFENCE 4
Health Points 2d6 +10
Rank-equivalent: 6th

Armour Factor 1
Movement 10m (25m)
EVASION 2
STEALTH 18
PERCEPTION 7 (panoptical)

Category: monster; Number: 1; Habitat: deserts, plains; Typical Treasure: none.
Adventure Seed: A band of assassins from a city near the steppes (Tamor perhaps, or Ta’aqan to the
south) hear of the Death Worm and its virulent toxin. They hire the characters to travel to the steppes
with one of their brethren in search of a Death Worm from which to extract poison. To complicate
matters, the poison must be extracted while the Death Worm is alive, as its potency deteriorates rapidly
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after death. In addition, there is the ethical dilemma of how to test the poison for its efficacy on people,
and whether the assassins want the adventurers to remain alive after such an important mission has been
successfully completed.

Yellow Murder Worm
By Andrew Wright
…later, following a period of mourning, Vizkhan told us of a smaller relative of the orlghoi khorkhoi that travels in
vast packs, burrowing across the steppes and tearing apart whatever prey they can find. He called them the shar
khorkhoi o r ‘yellow worm’. I never saw any on all my travels through the Khanates, but there were times when the
guides would lead us carefully past seemingly empty stretches of grassy sward, saying quietly: ‘Shhh! The shar are
sleeping…’
- Mestac Vestpline, Tales of a Tamorian Venturer Abroad on the High Plains
The Yellow Murder Worm – known to the nomads as the s har khorkhoi – is a close relative of the Death
Worm. However, it is about half the size – around a metre long – and a dirty yellow in colour. Its
triangle-shaped mouth is also quite large, proportional to the rest of its leech-shaped body, and packed
with many sharp, hook-like teeth. It lives in the same arid areas as the Death Worm, where it inhabits
complex communal burrow systems and will savagely attack any trespassers on its territory. During the
wetter seasons, Murder Worms have been known to migrate across the steppes to higher ground,
moving in menacing packs that are given a wide berth by all other creatures who dwell upon the steppes.
Unlike its larger relative, the Murder Worm lacks both poison spittle and electrical shock attacks. Instead,
it assails its prey in huge swarms of up to fifty creatures, smothering them in a rippling wave of repulsive
bodies. Each worm continues to bite flesh off the unfortunate victim until all that is left is a bloody and
tattered skeleton. Some scholars, such as Fiorillo of Selentium, speculate that the Yellow Murder Worm
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is simply a larval stage of the Death Worm, acquiring the size, solitary disposition, and fearsome weapons
of the latter as it matures. However, in the absence of definitive data (and the potentially fatal difficulties
involved in obtaining the information!), such hypotheses remain unproven.
YELLOW MURDER WORM
ATTACK 13, Bite (d6, 2)
DEFENCE 5
Health Points 1d6 +3
Rank-equivalent: 1st
MAGICAL DEFENCE 3

Armour Factor 0
Movement 15m (25m)
EVASION 3
STEALTH 16
PERCEPTION 7 (panoptical)

Category: monster; Number: 5-50; Habitat: deserts, plains; Typical Treasure: none.
Adventure Seed: A shrine of the nomads lies abandoned on the steppes and infested with Yellow
Murder Worms. Spirits have spoken to the local shaman and told him that the shrine must be restored by
the blood of outsiders. Thus, the characters, as passing itinerants, are hired to clear the shrine of its
wriggling denizens. However, the shrine’s physical structure must not be harmed during the
extermination campaign. How can the characters rid the ruined shrine of Yellow Murder Worms while
leaving it completely intact?

Ossifrage
By Andrew Wright
…six days out of the Citadel of Dzel-Daran, on the edge of a range of nameless southern hills, I spied on the wing
the immense feathered raptor that the nomads call the Bonebreaker Bird. Of course, I recognized its broad-winged
shape immediately as being the same as the legendary Ossifrage. These great birds were once common in Coradian
lands – indeed, one is famous in ancient history for dropping a tortoise onto the head of the Emphidian sage
Zooides, killing him instantly! However, they thankfully now appear confined to the Eastern Steppes and beyond,
where they soar across the face of the sky, seeking prey alive or dead…
- Mestac Vestpline, Tales of a Tamorian Venturer Abroad on the High Plains
The Ossifrage, or Bonebreaker Bird, is a giant species of vulture. Formerly widespread in historical times,
it is now restricted to areas such as the Eastern Steppes and the Harogarn Mountains. Its wingspan
approaches four metres and it is covered in coarse, grey plumage. The feathers on its head are off-white
and its black beak is long, sharp and perfectly adapted for stripping flesh from bone. The Ossifrage’s
surprisingly muscular legs terminate in cruel grasping talons.
Ossifrages especially enjoy eating bone-marrow, and have perfected a technique of carrying bones up into
the sky before dropping them onto rocky ground, where they shatter, allowing the bird to feast on the
bloody morsels within. They are also smart enough to employ this strategy to defend themselves. Nomads
tell tales of the birds hurling bones from the skies at their prey with startling accuracy. If disturbed while
feeding, or near a supply of bones, the Ossifrage will grasp one in its claws, rise up into the air, and throw
it at its foes, with the same range as a thrown rock (Small: 0-10m, Medium: 11-15m, Long: 16-20m).
Otherwise, and especially if hungry and facing lone prey, it will attack using its talons.
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OSSIFRAGE
ATTACK 17, Talons (d6, 4), or Bone (d8, 5)
DEFENCE 12
Health Points 1d6 +10
Rank-equivalent: 5th
MAGICAL DEFENCE 3

Armour Factor 0
Movement: Flying 20m
EVASION 5
STEALTH 9
PERCEPTION 7 (normal)

Category: animal; Number: 1-3; Habitat: plains, mountains, deserts; Typical Treasure: none.
Adventure Seed: Where the steppes meet the foothills of the Harogarn mountain ranges come tales of
an eyrie of Ossifrages that not only drop bones on their enemies, but also wield them as clubs while flying
down to attack. These unusual birds are actually under the enchantment of a Hag, who has ensnared the
largest of their number with her Night Bridle (Bestiary, p. 56). Surrounded by her feathered cohort, the
Hag leads raiding sorties down into the lowlands that have attracted the ire of the few nomads and
traveling caravans that wander these parched southern prairies. During a stop at one of the dusty
depot-towns in these parts, the characters are approached by a nomad who offers to lead them to the
Hag’s lair if they can dispose of this menace once and for all. Surely the harridan has acquired much loot
from her depredations against the local populace…
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Dire Wind
By Eric Olson
…while traversing the southern steppes, Vizkhan told us of a once-rich city called Rakundus, sheltered in the
foothills of the Harogarn Mountains, that turned its back on the spirits. Despite a variety of omens, the city refused
to appease their ancestors. On the morning after the Summer Solstice, the winds began to howl as the angry spirits
descended on the city. In one blood-filled day, hundreds were killed and thousands more were forced to flee into the
mountains or onto the plains. To this day the angry spirits roam the city streets protecting the treasures left behind…
- Mestac Vestpline, Tales of a Tamorian Venturer Abroad on the High Plains
The nomads of the Sea of Grass revere the spirits of the earth, sky, and their glorious ancestors. To show
their reverence, hunters offer a portion of every kill, herdsmen burn incense at the time of birthing,
families paint pictograms on the inside of their gyurs showing the deeds of their family, and they offer
delicacies to appease their ancestors’ spirits during the winter and summer solstices. The nomads believe
that failure to show proper respect to the spirits brings misfortune, and curses the dead to manifest their
wrath in the form of a Dire Wind.
The Dire Wind is a supernatural creature able to whip the air in a 10m radius into a howling storm,
turning shards of rock and other debris into lethal weapons. The Dire Wind seeks to punish the living
and steal their blood. It will target one person at a time, surrounding them in a fearsome wind that makes
it difficult to move or speak. The Dire Wind has no form until it begins to shed its victim’s blood; then
the wind changes colour, taking on a crimson hue and coalescing into a roughly human shape.
Until the Dire Wind has gorged on its victim’s blood, it can’t be hit by normal weapons. Once it has taken
blood, the Dire Wind begins to take on the form of an enraged warrior, and may now be hit by normal
weapons. Each round that it successfully sheds its victim’s blood by wounding them, the Dire Wind’s
Armour Factor reduces by 1 point, to a minimum factor of 2.
DIRE WIND
ATTACK 18, Shards (d10, 5)
DEFENCE 12 (immune to missile weapons)
Health Points 2d6 +15
Rank-equivalent: 6th
MAGICAL DEFENCE 10

Armour Factor 8 (see above)
Movement 20m (40m)
EVASION 8
STEALTH 0
PERCEPTION 14 (panoptical)

Category: undead; Number: 1-6; Habitat: ruins, battlefields, plains; Typical Treasure: good.
Adventure Seed: The characters find a tattered map in the nest of an Ossifrage on an isolated crag in the
steppes. Taking it to a local sage, they discover it reveals the location of the lost city of Rakundus, once an
outpost of the Selentine VIth legion (Dragon Warriors, p. 176). However, they are not alone in their
search. Several other groups, including renegade nomads and fortune-hunters, also hear of the city by
‘persuading’ the sage. What follows is not just a race across the steppes to the ruins, but also a savage
game of last man standing as the various bands of treasure-seekers are picked off and drained of blood by
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the savage Dire Winds that prowl the once bustling streets of Rakundus…

Sand Demon
By Andrew Wright
…at this point we joined the camel train of the merchant Zelkhung as it wound its way through the gritty wastes of
the Izbhelbelay Dunes. On the second night the caravan was attacked by Sand Demons. Our weapons were useless,
carving harmlessly through their shifting forms. We would surely have perished had not the quick-thinking mage
Xulta pulled a vellum scroll from a case on her belt and uttered a spectacular enchantment. Instantly, in a mighty
blast of sorcerous flame, the Sand Demons were vitrified into blackened glassy statues. The few stragglers were then
dispatched with gouts of fire from Xulta’s fingertips, or instead chose to flee. They disappeared back down into the
ground from where they had come, or coalesced into swirling dust-devils that went whirling off across the barren
sandscape…
- Mestac Vestpline, Tales of a Tamorian Venturer Abroad on the High Plains
Sand Demons are malicious elemental spirits that inhabit the driest and most arid parts of the steppes.
They have also been reported from further afield, including the Kaikuhuran Desert and the Desert of
Songs. They appear as amorphous, vaguely humanoid beings composed entirely of sand, rising up from
the ground to waylay travellers, and occasionally attacking encampments and small settlements.
They attack with fists of abrasive sand, pulverizing flesh and armour alike. Sand Demons are immune to
all non-magical weapons, blades and arrows simply passing harmlessly through their bodies. However,
they are particularly susceptible to magical fires, such as a Dragonbreath spell – such attacks will cause an
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extra +1HP damage to a Sand Demon. Magical weapons and arrows wound them normally.
When a Sand Demon is reduced to a quarter of its Health Points total, it will immediately dissolve into a
mini-sandstorm that looks like a man-sized whirlwind. In this form it will surround its victim and
implode upon them, causing 1d10 HP damage (less the victim’s Armour Factor). If this fails to kill the
victim, the Sand Demon will attempt to flee, either down into the sand, or out and away across the
endless dunes.
Although they appear somewhat intelligent, Sand Demons do not value treasure, and also need no food.
As such, their attacks appear purely for amusement value, causing as much mayhem and violence as
possible. Certain shamans of nefarious disposition have been known to use Sand Demons as minions,
stealing riches from caravans or sowing strife among the various clans of nomads.
SAND DEMON
ATTACK 15, Fists (d6, 3) or Whirlwind (see
above)
DEFENCE 9
Health Points 1d6 +8
Rank-equivalent: 4th
MAGICAL DEFENCE 10

Armour Factor 0 (immune to non-magical
weapons)
Movement 10m (20m)
EVASION 5
STEALTH 13
PERCEPTION 10 (panoptical)

Category: supernatural; Number: 2-12; Habitat: deserts; Typical Treasure: none.
Adventure Seed: Rival clans of nomads are attempting to cement a tribal alliance by marrying the
daughter of one chief to the son of another. However, an exiled shaman from one of the clans seeks to
disrupt the proceedings by using Sand Demon hirelings to abduct the bride and carry her off to be
sacrificed to dark spirits. The clans are in an uproar and conflict seems likely. Can the characters calm
things down and, along with the groom, rescue the bride from the clutches of the Sand Demons and their
master’s evil ceremony?
Author’s Note: The Flatlands Death Worm is actually based on the Mongolian Death Worm, a cryptozoological
critter rumoured to haunt the wastes of central Asia (and the Yellow Murder Worm is based on one its lesser-known
relatives). The Ossifrage is a souped-up version of the real world Lammergeier, with elements of both the extinct
Teratorns and Haast’s Eagle thrown in for good measure. The Sand Demon was inspired by a picture of a Sand
Giant from G
 iants, an old children’s book by Christopher Rawson and Stephen Cartwright.
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Encounters in the Eastern Steppes
Plains
Terrain Type: Steppes, flatlands, grasslands, prairies
Chance of Encounter: 20% (check at dawn and dusk)
d100 roll
1-18
19-24
25-32
33
34-37
38-44
45-48
49
50-51
52-53
54-58
59-62
63-65
66-70
71-72
73
74-75
76-78
79-81
82-83
84
85-86
87-88
89
90
91-94
95-97
98-00

Encounter
Humans–
Nomads (6-60)
Adventurers (2-8)
Merchant caravan (3-30)
Hermit
Outlaws (2-12)
Buffalo (3-30)
Centaurs (1-80)
Chonchon
Flatland Death Worm
Dire Wind
Dholes (2-8)
Steppes Eagles (1-3)
Ossifrages (1-3)
Wild Horses (3-30)
Almas (2-12)
Lycanthrope
Manticore
Giant Viper
Sand Demons (2-12)
Steppes Tiger
Thorn Demons (2-16)
Undead–
Skeletons (2-8)
Zombies (2-8)
Ghouls (1-3)
Grave Gaunts (1-12)
Wolves (3-18)
Wild Boar
Yellow Murder Worms (5-50)
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Explanation of entries
Buffalo are usually present in great herds and use the same stats as Bulls (Bestiary, p. 26), though this will
only apply to the 1-3 males that are accompanying the rest of the group.
Dholes are a type of Wild Dog (Bestiary, p. 27) that inhabit both the steppes and more distant eastern
lands.
Steppes Eagles are large birds of prey, sometimes trained for hunting by the nomads.
They use the same stats as Giant Eagles (Bestiary, p. 34).
Almas a re a type of hairy Apemen (Bestiary, p. 18), peculiar to rocky and hilly areas of the steppes.
Lycanthropes (Bestiary, p. 56) are mainly Werewolves, though other types are known, such as
Weretigers and Wereboars.
The Steppes Tiger is much larger and woollier than its southern jungle-dwelling counterparts. Its pelt is
valued highly by both nomads and cultures further afield. Assume stats similar to the Sabre-tooth Tiger
(Bestiary, p. 45)
Thorn Demons (Bestiary, p. 45) are often found in damper areas of the steppes, among stands of spiny
acacias and mimosa trees.
The various lesser U
 ndead usually shamble forth from ancient battlefields or the sites of more recent
bandit attacks. Some steppes cultures once practiced interning their dead in enormous stone funerary jars
that dot the plains in large numbers. These are often infested with G
 houls (Bestiary, p. 79). Grave
Gaunts ( Bestiary, p. 79) on the other hand are found closer to the cliffs and valleys where the steppes
meet the highlands.
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Along The Way...
By Damian May
The scenarios below are most correctly situated on the southern edge of the Steppes between Opalar and
Khitai.

Well, Well, Well...
A great lake dominates the valley of Toza-Suv. Legend states that once long ago a great city stood there,
its inhabitants kept watered in the parched environment by three ever-flowing wells.
Local legends disagree about what happened, but through chance or misadventure, the capstone of one of
the wells was dislodged and the city was drowned overnight. Bad luck for the inhabitants, if they ever
actually existed, but good luck for the migratory folk who feed and water their animals in the lush valley…
except this year. This year, when the herders arrived, the lake was almost half its normal size, and far
from the shore, out in the middle of the lake, strange ruins thrust above the waterline. Some of the men
have taken coracles out to the ruins and returned with strange pots and ceramic ware. Those that tarried
after dark have not come back at all...

The Truth
There were once three wells erected here at the centre of a city. Some say they were dug by an ancient
man who walked out of a crack in the mountains, others that the Khan who once ruled over this region
was owed a favour by an ancient being known as Saak-natha.
The Khan was told that each well must be covered with a lid inscribed with powerful glyphs so that the
water would be contained and not run out to flood the valley. Traditionally, the young couples of the city
would pray before the three wells in turn to gain luck for their marriage. Whilst the Khan’s son and his
betrothed were praying, a jealous rival struck and killed the young woman. She fell forwards and her body
knocked the lid of the well out of alignment. In the uproar that followed, and mourning into which the
town was plunged, nobody noticed the wellhead was not properly attached. During the dark hours water
flowed out, at first a trickle, then a stream, a torrent, a lake… drowning the town and many of its sleeping
inhabitants.
The misaligned well-head has kept the lake topped up over the passing millennia, but time and fate
combined to nudge the lid back into place, and the flow has stopped.
To make matters worse, the spirit of the murdered woman has been trapped at the bottom of the lake all
this time and has absorbed the magics of the wells. She is now a very powerful and angry wraith.
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It is a simple task to knock the lid back out of alignment and allow the lake to refill, but there are a
number of problems:
1) The wells are actually buried under the mud and about 1m below the new water level. Anyone
able to detect magical auras will locate them fairly easily, but the city is large and it will still take
some hours of searching.
2) There are numerous crumbling buildings, and some of them may well hold temptations for the
avaricious in the form of golden figurines or opal and turquoise jewellery (assume 1-10 florins
worth for every hour of searching).
3) During the day the area is fairly safe, but for every hour spent searching roll once on the table
below:
1-3
4
5
6

Harmless but alarming large fish, turtles or amphibians will create a disturbance.
A large eel (stats as for a Python, B
 estiary, p.28)
A Mud Wyrm (as P rince of Darkness, p. 54)
The Wraith (only after dark; B
 estiary p. 86). The Wraith begins with 20 HP.

Misaligning the lid will quickly restore the lake to normal. This will make the nomads extremely happy,
and they will present the companions with horses, weapons and furs.
If the Wraith’s bones can be found and reburied on dry ground she will be laid to rest, but this will take
many days of excavations.
If the lid is somehow destroyed or removed altogether, there will be a flood of ‘biblical’ proportions. The
entire valley will be flooded, water will wash out over the steppes, and in a decade a large area of
marshland will be established. Needless to say this would be a way to make an enormous number of
enemies: trade routes will be eroded, grazing land destroyed, sacred sites inundated...
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Seven Bulls for Seven Brothers....
By Damian May
The companions come across a pleasant grass-covered ridgeline dotted with seven massive, red-hued
boulders. There is a cool stream, and it seems a protected area where a camp could be established. When
the characters wake the next morning, assuming no guard was posted, there is a massive red-hued
boulder next to their camp. Looking around, the companions will see that others have also shifted
position overnight.
If guards are posted, they will be unable to see anything in the darkness, but there are sounds of
movement on the slopes. If they venture out they will run into one of the boulders in a place they did not
expect. The boulder will move away silently, seemingly not noticing them.
A local herder, if asked, will relate the story below:
In the ancient past a Khan ruled the region from his hilltop temple-palace. His wealth was in his herds of great
red-furred cattle larger than a hay cart. This massive herd of aurochs was divided between his seven sons so that
they would not feel that any had been favoured more than his brother, but seven of the yearlings were lost and could
not be found. The seven peoples of the Ochre Bull lived peacefully for many years until there came news from the
north that seven truly enormous bulls had entered the area. The brothers knew at once that these seven must be the
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missing yearlings, and they rushed to capture them for themselves. Some amongst them counselled that they should
be shared one-apiece, but others sought to claim all seven.
War broke out, family ties were broken and a tide of blood threatened to destroy all.
An old man appeared one day with his hair dyed vivid blue and the eyes of a wolf in his wrinkled face. He chanted
and drummed for many nights, and the seven mighty auroch bulls were transformed from flesh to unyielding stone.
With no prize to fight over, the warring families eventually returned to peaceful relations, and the valley below the
ridge where so many had died was declared a place of the spirits where no one walked.
In the centuries that have since past the families’ herds were bred with outside bloodlines. The cattle have
dwindled in size and are now only slightly larger than those farmed in Coradia and similar regions.
The old shaman’s spell was not perfect however, and when the new moon is in the sky the stone bulls
become flesh again and roam about as they did in life until the sun rises again.
Truly avaricious or stupid characters may wish to attack and kill these creatures when they are animate.

The Aurochs of Ochre Ridge
The Aurochs have the same stats as Minotaurs (Bestiary, p. 41), but their semi-rocklike state gives them
an Armour Factor of 5.
If the blood from the Aurochs is drained and kept it will transform into rubies when the sun rises.
This amount of rubies is approximately 250-300 florins worth.*
Slaughtering one of the Aurochs will be seen as an act of war by the Seven Peoples. Three of the families
have strong relations with the Black Pavilion, and it is fair to say that, unless the companions are
extremely powerful or able to make amends in some way, they will soon be very, very dead.

*Unknown to the characters these rubies will transform back into hot, fresh bull’s blood when the new moon is again in the sky.
They will then revert back to rubies the next morning… not that that helps the noblewoman who was wearing them at court the
night before.
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A June Wedding…
By Damian May
A high pass cuts across the mountains that border the southern steppes. In the ancient past, during the
summer gathering, large groups of nomad maidens would ascend the mountain to gather wildflowers
from the high meadows. Before their ascent, the oldest shaman would bless them. But one summer the
eldest shaman passed away, and a group of thirty girls unwilling to wait for the funeral rites to be
performed set out for the meadow. Distracted by the preparations, the shaman’s successor did not
remember to set a blessing over the maidens.
As they climbed, a sudden chill swept in and a snowstorm blew up out of nowhere, leaving the group
trapped by the blizzard. They apparently froze to death on the pass; when their people ascended to search
for them, no trace could be found.
No one uses the pass now. Despite its usefulness, travellers have been found frozen to death in the middle
of spring and no nomad will step foot upon it.
If someone does use the path, all is well until they reach the zenith. Suddenly, the weather turns icy cold
regardless of the season, snow flurries begin to blow across the path, and slowly the forms of young
women can be seen in the eddies and whorls of wind and snowflakes. The young women are, despite all
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evidence to the contrary, not undead but have been taken as brides by an ancient and powerful Yeti. They
remain trapped in the creature’s eternally frozen dwelling.
The brides themselves are only able to touch the material world momentarily, but their touch is deadly
while they are bound to the Yeti’s home (treat as a Magical Attack of 18, dealing 4d6 damage, armour has
no effect).
If the girls are attacked, their angry ‘husband’ will materialize out of the blizzard and defend them, even
though they can only truly be harmed by magic in their current state.
ANCIENT YETI
This Yeti is more powerful than the ‘typical’ Yeti described in the (Bestiary, p.49):
ATTACK 21, Ice shards (d10+1, 6)
DEFENCE 13
Health Points 40
Rank-equivalent: 7th
MAGICAL DEFENCE 11

Armour Factor 3
Movement 8m (12m)
EVASION 6
STEALTH 19
PERCEPTION 10 (elfsight)

As the Yeti is wounded, more and more of the girls will re-materialise in the mortal world, falling to the
ground as they appear (one for each Health Point lost) until all 30 have been returned. At this point, two
of the young women will struggle to their feet and run over, screaming for the companions to cease their
attack.
If they refuse and slay the Yeti, the sun will suddenly come out and bathe the path in light and warmth.
The two women will be inconsolable and will beat their thighs and tear out their hair over the spot where
the creature’s body vanished. They will then turn on the companions, raking them with their nails and
swearing vengeance upon them.
If the companions acquiesce, the two women will put their arms around the beast, becoming chill and
ephemeral beings as soon as they touch it. They will then lift the Yeti to its feet and all three will vanish
into the snow. The storm will abate soon afterwards. If the companions did not attack any of the
‘spirit-women’ with magic, the remaining 28 young women will come over and see if their rescuers are
well. If any of the spirit-women were attacked and injured or killed, the women will call them murderers
and scum, and walk down the mountain without another word.
These women have been missing from the world for 400 years. Luckily, life on the steppe is fairly
unchanging and they will soon adapt and prosper, being greatly sought after as brides blessed by the
mountain, and as shaman apprentices.
The women will, if asked, explain that the Yeti had always treated them kindly, and that their bondage
seemed a matter of months rather than centuries. During that time, two of them came to truly love their
captor, and it was they who returned into the storm with him.
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Rock the Cradle of Love
By Damian May
The Crying Mountain is formed of two great upthrust peaks split by a small stream whose waters are icy
cold. There is a rock slab jammed horizontally between the two walls and suspended above the stream;
this strange formation is known as the Stone Cradle. Infertile women and those afflicted with illnesses are
brought to the Cradle in the hours of darkness and left with the old shaman who dwells there. This has
been the practice for longer than anyone remembers, but last month, everything changed.
A young man afflicted with a wasting disease sat through the night with the shaman praying to the
guardian spirit of the mountain. Just before dawn, the young man saw the mountain’s spirit drinking
from the stream in the form of a young, white-furred camel. It looked up at him and became a beautiful
young woman. In that instant he was cured of his disease, but cursed with desire to possess that eternal
beauty.
The shaman is at his wits’ end, he cannot leave the cradle unprotected, but the young man has
disappeared up the mountain, attempting to locate the dwelling of the mountain spirit. The shaman is
aware that there are a number of powerful and dangerous beings that dwell on the twin mountains, and
he wants the boy found and brought down before he gets himself killed or disturbs things best left resting.
After relating the story to the companions, he hangs talismans about their necks and wishes them luck.
Tracking the lad is difficult over the rocky terrain.
Points of interest on the mountain:
1) A pair of gryphons (Bestiary, p. 36) nest on the southern peak. They will not attack immediately if
they notice the talismans, but they have no time for humans and their patience is short lived if
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they are not left alone.
2) A great brown bear (Bestiary, p.26) hibernates in a cave on the eastern slope. It is restless and will
react angrily if disturbed.
3) A stand of birch trees, sacred to the god of abundance and good life. These trees are protected by
a Yer Su (as Jack in the Green; S leeping Gods, p. 59).
4) The Sacred Cleft. This deep crevasse in the rock is filled with massive quartz crystals and it is the
home of the mountain’s spirit. Damage to the crystals will disrupt the healing properties of the
cradle and lay a curse upon the vandal (Magical Attack: 34). Those cursed must roll once a week
on the Disease table (Dragon Warriors, p. 126). Persistent offenders may suffer from cumulative
effects of this curse.
5) The Sacred Pool. This clear spring is about halfway up the western slope. It is here that the young
man will be found sitting dazed by the water's edge. The pool is sacred to the mountain spirit,
and by drinking its waters he has taken her essence within himself. His body and mind have
changed so that they are both human and spirit at once. The companions may escort their quarry
down without a struggle.
When he is delivered safely to the shaman, the old man is delighted and tells the youngster that those like
himself are fated to become powerful shamans themselves.
Assuming that the companions have not desecrated any sacred spaces (whether or not players actions
have done so is left for the Games Master to decide, if they have, for instance fouling the waters of the
Sacred Pool, then the shaman will have more tasks for them to complete in recompense) they are free to
leave with the shaman’s blessing. He will reward them with 1d6 minor items, see the S pirit Alchemy
section on page 44.
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Steppes Shaman
by Wayne Imlach
“My people were born of the four winds, and love the endless sky. Long ago, the earth grew jealous and cursed my
kin so that we are doomed to wander the vast steppe or it will swallow us up. All that protects us from the spirits of
the land are our hearth-fires, the ghosts of our ancestors and the night-songs of my kin. If we fail to sing the
night-songs even once, the shadows of the earth shall rise up and slay us. If we walk the land then it will feel our
tread and send its servants to claim us. But we are not afraid and do not touch the earth, trusting to our
fellow-brothers of the wind, the horse-lords, to bear us over the steppe. The curse has made us strong and none of us
fear death. The weak are given to the wolves at birth and we grow mighty where the farmers who till your lands
grow fat and slow. One day, we will come to you and take what we wish, and then you will know the power of the
Sky-Gods.”
Chosen at birth by the spirits of the ancestors, and taken at a young age to the sacred Cities of the Eagles,
the steppes shaman is both a spiritual and physical protector of the nomadic way of life. Through their
ability to summon, commune and control spirits they ensure the continued survival of the Urgar (steppes
people) in an environment where the very land itself threatens to rise up and destroy those who walk
upon it.
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The Cities of the Eagles
Contrary to what is believed, the great 'Sea of Grass' (as the steppes are known to their inhabitants) is not
all flat plains or gentle rolling hills. The northern regions are characterised by heavy, dense forests, while
in the south, scrubland and desert are more prominent. Much of the landscape is broken up by shallow
valleys and low, yet steep hills and mountains where hardy larch or scrub-pine cling to shadowy faces for
protection from the worst of the sun and the wind.
It is upon these high places that the Cities of the Eagles may be found, sacred locations built millennia ago
by the forebears of the nomads. Here the sky shamans see the dead out of this world and into the next enacting sky-burials where the body of the deceased is set atop a high platform and left open to the sky.
The lords of the air then descend and 'ferry' the deceased to their place among the ancestors in heaven.
The cities are home not only to the memory of the dead - the sky shamans also live there, inhabiting a
small district within each city where they practice their art and train those chosen to become the next
generation of spiritual guardians. Many of those gifted individuals who travel here and receive guidance
from the steppes shaman will only stay a little while, returning to their tribes as common hearth shamans
with limited abilities and powers, yet enough to keep their families safe from the vengeful earth. Only a
select few will be chosen to remain longer, and it is these that will go on to become great steppes shamans
(also known collectively as 'sky shamans' to the nomads).
Although both men and women are chosen to become steppes shamans, they each go on to represent
different aspects of the sky gods. Men follow the Path of the Descendent Dusk, and become the
wandering moon shamans - coming and going just as the moon does on his journeys across the night sky.
Women follow the path of the Ascendant Dawn and become the sun shamans, both terrible and
beautiful, yet constant and dependable. While there is much overlap in the duties of both paths, it is the
moon shamans who can be found most often among the populace, offering spiritual guidance, practical
advice and protection from both supernatural and mundane threats. Sun shamans tend to remain within
the cities of eagles, administering to the spiritual needs of the people and ensuring the strength and
vitality of the nomad bloodline. This latter task is often carried out in ways that would appear harsh,
unsentimental and perhaps even cruel, and while both paths are respected and honoured among the
nomads, it is the sun shamans that are feared. When they walk among the common folk, death inevitably
follows close by.
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Character Creation Summary
A. Strength, Reflexes, Intelligence, Psychic Talent and Looks: roll as normal (Psychic Talent and
Intelligence must both be 9 or above).
B. Health-Points: roll 1d6+4
C: Basic Attack 11, Defence 5.
D. Basic Magical Attack 15, Magical Defence 5
E: Basic Evasion 3
F: Basic Stealth 13, Perception 5
A sun shaman may wear armour up to basic Armour Factor 2 with no penalty - armour with a basic
factor of 3 or higher incurs the same penalties to attack and defence as a sorcerer or elementalist.
A moon shaman may wear up to basic Armour Factor 3 with no penalty - any higher incurs the same
penalties to attack and defence as a mystic.
Advancement - all shamans
+1 to Health Points every second rank (2nd, 4th, 6th etc.)
+1 to Evasion at 5th rank and at 9th rank.
+1 to Perception and Stealth at 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th rank.
Advancement ( Path of the Ascendant Dawn – Sun Shamans)
+1 to Attack and Defence every second rank (2nd, 4th, 6th etc.)
+1 to Magical Attack & Magical Defence every rank.
Advancement (Path of the Descending Dusk – Moon Shamans)
+1 to Attack & Defence every rank.
+1 to Magical Defence every rank.
+1 to Magical Attack every second rank (2nd, 4th, 6th etc.)

Magic Points (Hii)
Although they do not cast spells in the traditional sense, all shamans use personal psychic energy
analogous to magic points called 'Hii' to energise their rituals and 'pay' for the services of spirits.
A moon shaman has Hii equal to his rank, while a sun shaman has Hii equal to twice her rank.
To replenish Hii the shaman must perform the appropriate ritual of recovery at the correct time - moon
shaman recover at dusk, while sun shaman recover at dawn. Each ritual must begin just before dawn or
dusk, and each minute thereafter the shaman may attempt to roll under Psychic Talent or less on d20. A
successful roll fully replenishes their Hii. If the ritual is interrupted before Hii is successfully replenished,
the shaman must wait until the following dawn or dusk to try again.
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Basic Abilities
All shamans automatically have the following abilities at 1st rank:

Spirit Song
Adversity is no stranger to the Urgar, who must face not only the challenges of surviving in a harsh and
wild environment, but also the constant threat of attack from the ancient gods of the earth who jealously
covet the land for themselves.
To ward against attack from these supernatural enemies all shamans (even those unranked hearth
shamans) learn to sing to the spirits of the earth, lulling them with song so they will not attack.
To create a ward, one must sing the specific song associated with that area. The spirits of the ancestors
reveal these songs to the shaman in their dreams, so they may come to new lands prepared. Traditionally,
each evening one of the nomads who has the gift of spirit song (usually a woman) will begin the chant of
the night, maintaining her vigil till morning. As long as the song is maintained, the ward will prevent
unfriendly earth spirits from approaching.
While the night songs will only protect against the angry spirits of the steppe, true sky shamans are
powerful enough to sing their own songs that will ward against all manner of supernatural beings.
At any time the shaman may begin a spirit song - each round the song is sung the shaman may attempt to
roll less than or equal to Psychic Talent on D20. Once successful, the song becomes spiritually charged
and will provide active protection. This also requires the expenditure of 1 Hii.
To maintain the Spirit Song, the shaman must remain stationary and undistracted - taking a wound or
having to perform some other task will break the song. Whenever an unfriendly spirit, supernatural
being or otherworldly creature enters the ward (which has a radius equal to 10 plus the shaman’s rank in
metres), it is subject to a Magical Attack from the shaman. This is performed as soon as the entity enters
the ward, or every round the entity remains within the radius of the ward should they manage to breach
the boundary.
A successful Magical Attack will prevent the entity from entering the ward (or force it to immediately
leave the area protected by the ward) as long as the song is sung.
Creatures affected by this ability include (but are not limited to): Banshees, Barghests, Baraduth,
Battlemasters, Blue Men, Cadavers, Caitshee, Death's Head bodies (but not the death's head itself),
Destriers, Dire Winds, Elementals, Ghosts, Ghouls, Grave Gaunts, Hellions, Hellrots, Holocausts,
Jumbees, Men of Stone, Necrochor, Nightmares, Mummies, Phantasms, Sand Demons, Silent Warriors,
Skeletons, Skullghasts, Spectres, Vampires, Wights, Wraiths and Zombies.

Spirit Commune
Often a shaman will speak with the ancient spirits of the ancestors, seeking advice and insight into earthly
affairs.
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It takes a full minute to enter the trance required to call the spirits, and the shaman may only summon
them on a successful roll less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20. This may be attempted once each
minute until successful.
Once the spirits have been summoned the shaman may put forward his questions. The spirits will often
reply cryptically, so the shaman must roll equal to or under his or her Intelligence to interpret the correct
answer. Each question has a cost in Hii equal to the number of questions asked - so the first question costs
1 Hii, the second question costs 2 Hii, the third question costs 3 Hii etc.
In a similar manner to the 4th level sorcerer spell 'Oracle', the spirits can only speak of events concerning
the past and present. They cannot see into the future, nor answer questions which concern a character's
thoughts and motives.
This ritual only works once per day - subsequent calls to the spirit world will be ignored until at least 24
hours have passed.

Spirit Walk
The special connection each shaman has with the spirit world allows greater understanding of their own
spirit or soul, to the point where they can leave their physical body.
It takes a full minute to enter the trance required to spirit walk, and the shaman may only leave his body
on a successful roll less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20. This may be attempted once each minute
until successful. It costs the shaman 1 Hii to separate spirit from body.
The shaman may remain in spirit form for a duration equal to his rank in minutes. Any longer requires a
roll less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20 - success confers a further minute. Failure results in the
shaman returning to his body.
If the shaman is wounded or roughly handled while Spirit Walking his spirit will immediately return to
his body.
Much like the mystic 8th level spell 'Trance', the shaman's spirit can see and hear, but is ethereal and
cannot interact with or be seen by others. However, if it comes into the presence of another shaman or
mystic of equal or higher rank then the latter will be able to sense it.

Advanced Abilities
In addition to their core three abilities outlined above, at 1st rank, and on each increase in rank, the
shaman selects one aspect from each of the following four special shaman powers:
●
●
●
●

Spirit Alchemy
Spirit Artifice
Spirit Animal
Spirit Host
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Spirit Alchemy
Through the study of ancient craft and the insight of dreams shaman learn to make many powerful and
useful potions, balms, powders and oils. While not as potent as the alchemical concoctions of a sorcerer,
they can be created with much less elaborate apparatus, and from ingredients commonly available on the
steppes.
It takes a full day of preparation (including much chanting and meditation) to create three applications of
the substance. Once prepared, the shaman summons a spirit and imbues the substance with the essence of
that spirit. To successfully create each potion, the shaman must expend a single point of Hii and also roll
less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20. A shaman will know innately if the process has been
successful or not. Three applications of any substance counts as 1 item.
These substances do not last forever - if stored correctly and carefully they will remain potent for several
weeks. After 1 month, there is a chance the spirit essence will have escaped. There is a 1 in 6 chance per
full month of age that the substance will lose its power. For example, a healing salve that is 4 months or
more old has a 4 in 6 chance of not working when applied.
A shaman may detect if a substance has lost its potency by holding it in his grasp and softly calling to the
spirit within. At the end of each round the shaman must roll equal to or under Psychic Talent on d20 - on
a success he will know if the substance is still active or has lost its potency.
Note that these substances can be used together to gain several enhancements at once, but cannot be
'doubled' up – Snakeskin Oil, Powder of Swiftness and Balm of Might can all be used together at the same
time, but applying two applications of Snakeskin Oil would not confer any additional benefit over using a
single application.
A shaman learns how to concoct one of the following preparations per rank:
Healing Salve
This pungent paste, usually kept packaged in tightly wrapped leaves, cleanses wounds thus replenishing 1
HP immediately when applied and removes the requirement to wait 4 days before natural healing may
begin.
Water of Replenishment
This invigorates the spirit and restores 1 Hii when imbibed.
Poison
A simple, weak poison in the form of a thick, black, bitter tasting liquid. It can be ingested, or applied to a
cutting weapon. In the latter case it remains potent for 10 rounds before oxidising, and is used up as soon
as the first wound is scored with the weapon.
Antidote
This useful draught reduces the strength of any poison in the bloodstream by one step (so a normal
poison becomes weak, and a strong poison becomes normal). This effect lasts for one hour after imbibing
the liquid. It does not reverse any damage already caused by a poison.
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Spirit Leaf
This dried leaf substance must be burnt, with the resulting smoke inhaled (it takes 10 minutes to do this
using a typical smoking pipe). It confers the ability to see the true spirit forms of creatures, which appear
as softly glowing, smoky ghost-like shapes. It is useful for detecting transformed or invisible foes, and
works even in pitch darkness. The effect lasts 1 hour.
Snake Skin Oil
This iridescent oil must be rubbed all over the recipient's body, and provides magical protection against
harm for one hour (or until the oil is washed off). All wounds inflicted during this time have their damage
reduced by 1 point.
Powder of Swiftness
This red-coloured powder must be sprinkled all over the recipient's skin, and increases Reflexes by 1
point for the duration of one hour (or until the powder is washed away). During this time the recipient
gains all normal benefits from their enhanced reflexes score (Dragon Warriors, p. 21). This also applies to
the other characteristic-enhancing concoctions below.
Balm of Might
A sweet smelling balm, it must be rubbed into the recipient's body, and increases Strength by 1 point for
one hour (or until the balm is washed away).
Potion of Memory
This dark grey, cloudy liquid must be imbibed, and increases Intelligence by 1 point for 1 hour.
Tablet of Enlightenment
This stringy block of vegetable matter must be chewed and swallowed, and increases Psychic Talent by 1
point for 1 hour.
Sands of Dreams
This sandy powder must be sprinkled into the shaman's eyes before sleep. Much like a Potion of Dreams,
it causes the shaman to experience visions of events past, present and future. Only an experienced shaman
can interpret the dreams with any insight - anyone else will be unable to recall much of what they
experienced, and will understand very little of what they do remember.

Spirit Artifice
One of the most common tasks a shaman may undertake is that of imbuing objects with spiritual energy,
transforming them from everyday tools or ornaments into magical artefacts.
It takes about a week to prepare each item, assuming the shaman begins with a mundane object already
created by another craftsman. During this period the object will be purified and adorned with symbols
and decoration unique to the shaman, finally undergoing a special ritual to summon a spirit to reside
within the item and confer a specific boon to the shaman when used.
This final ritual takes a full day to prepare and complete, and costs the shaman 1 Hii to empower. There is
no guarantee that the item will be suitable to house a spirit - at the end of the ritual the shaman must roll
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less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20 to successfully summon a suitable spirit. If this fails, the item
must be stripped of all adornment and decoration, and the process must begin anew.
These items only confer their benefits to those involved in its creation, usually the shaman and the
creator of the original item. This can extend to the family of those involved in some cases, especially with
older artefacts that have become much prized and revered family heirlooms. In the possession of anyone
else the items are no more powerful than their mundane, earthly counterparts.
At 1st rank, and every time he increases in rank, the shaman may choose one type of item that he is able
to empower from the following list:
Spirit Home
Spirit Homes are above all other objects the most commonly found among the nomad peoples, and take
on many varied forms. The spirit called will usually be an ancestor of the creator of the Spirit Home, and
as such will confer its power only to its descendents. He who provides comfort and shelter to the spirit of
an ancestor gains many benefits, though in game terms this is represented by allowing the owner of the
spirit home the ability to reroll a single die roll once per day, at the cost of one Hii.
A high ranking shaman may own several Spirit Homes, though most will be created not for personal use,
but rather presented as gifts or rewards to nomad tribes and families.
Cloak of the Sky
This heavy cloak confers a bonus of +1 to Magical Defence when worn.
Headdress of the Ancestors
An elaborate cap of feathers, beads and other decoration, this item increases the wearer's Magical Attack
by +1 when worn.
Cauldron of the Sun
When used in conjunction with the Spirit Alchemy skill, this small clay or metal pot allows the shaman to
reroll a failed Alchemy roll.
This can only be used once per attempt - a second failure cannot be re-rolled. Instead, an entirely new
item must be chosen and the whole preparation process begins again.
Sword of the Tiger
In the hands of its creators this colourful blade is the equivalent of an enchanted +1 sword (Dragon
Warriors, p. 137). In the hands of all others it is just a normal weapon.
Bow of the Eagle
Much like the Sword of the Tiger, the spirit called to reside in this elaborate bow transforms it into a +1
enchanted bow.
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Arrows of the Wind
The shaman always creates these arrows in a batch of 6, along with a matching quiver. When pulled from
the quiver the arrows count as +1 enchanted arrows. If the arrows and the quiver are separated, both will
revert to mundane, spiritless items within a day.
The arrows themselves are especially resilient to damage, and if recovered from a target will only be
found broken on a roll of 1 on a d20.
Staff of the Horse
When held this tall, sturdy staff doubles the time that a summoned animal spirit will remain in service to
the shaman.
In combat it can be used as a typical staff, though with the added property of counting as an enchanted
weapon (Dragon Warriors, p.67).
Robe of the Moon
A thick, loose robe decorated with many sacred symbols and images, it provides protection specifically
against magical weapons and attacks.
When struck by a magical weapon or spell, the robe provides the wearer with a magical Armour Factor of
5. The robe is loose enough to be worn over normal clothes and light (basic Armour Factor 3 or less)
armour.
When used in conjunction with existing armour, only the highest Armour Factor applicable is applied to
incoming attacks. Wearing the robe along with a shirt of +2 mail (Armour Factor 5) would not provide
an Armour Factor of 10!
Rug of Separation
When used in conjunction with the Spirit Walk skill, this thickly woven, fur-lined rug allows the shaman
to reroll a failed Spirit Walk roll (either the initial “leaving the body” roll or a subsequent “extension to
the walk” roll).
This can only be used once per spirit walk - a second failure cannot be re-rolled.
Drum of Songs
This is one of the most commonly created spirit items, second only to the Spirit Home. When used in
conjunction with the Spirit Song skill, this adorned drum allows the shaman to reroll a failed Spirit Song
roll.
This can only be used once per attempt - a second failure cannot be re-rolled. In addition, as long as the
drum beat is maintained throughout the song, the radius of the area protected by the Spirit Song is
doubled.
Like all Spirit Items, the drum only works if beat by the shaman who enchanted the item, or the maker of
the drum itself.
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Boots of the Horse Lords
When worn these tasseled, soft felt boots increase the shaman's Evasion by 1 point.
Mirror of Wisdom
When used in conjunction with the Spirit Commune skill, this small, highly polished silver mirror allows
the shaman to reroll a failed Spirit Commune roll when interpreting the answers of the spirits.
This can only be used once per question - a second failure cannot be re-rolled.
Spirit Cage
This item is a special form of spirit home, and can only be created by fully fledged, ranked sky shamans. It
takes the form of a complex puzzle box. If an empty, unlocked Spirit Cage is presented while singing a
Spirit Song, any evil spirits that are repulsed by the ward will rather be drawn into the Spirit Cage and
trapped as it magically closes.
This only works on non-corporeal spirits, and they must be of equal or lower rank than the shaman
singing the song. Each Spirit Cage can hold a single entity, which can be contacted by the shaman via
spirit commune if the Spirit Cage is held during the commune ceremony.
The spirit can also be released by completing the puzzle and opening the box - the creator of the box can
do this by rolling less than or equal to their intelligence on d20 each round - on a success the puzzle is
solved and the spirit released. Others may attempt to open the box, but must make the roll on a d100
instead.
Be warned that a spirit that has been confined is unlikely to be friendly when released, unless some
previous bargain has been struck!
Spirit Mask
These wooden masks are normally crafted in the form of a specific animal, and the shaman will summon
a spirit of that animal to reside within the mask.
When used in conjunction with the Animal Spirit skill, the mask allows the shaman to reroll a failed
Summon Animal Spirit roll. This can only be used once per roll - a second failure cannot be re-rolled.

Animal Spirits
At each rank (including 1st), the shaman may choose an animal god that he can call upon. The rank of the
animal cannot exceed the rank of the shaman.
These chosen animals will never willingly attack that shaman (or his immediate companions) unless he
attacks them first. The shaman may only kill these animals without reprisal if he offers up an appropriate
ritual of thanks to the gods (and spends magic points equal to the combined ranks of the animals that
were killed). Should a shaman break this covenant, then he may never call on that animal god again, and
animals of that type will treat him without favour.
●
●

Hawk (1st rank)
Wolf (1st rank)
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Horse (2nd rank)
Giant Eagle (3rd rank)
Wild Boar (3rd rank)
Bull (5th rank)
Bear (6th rank)
Tiger (6th rank)
Phoenix (7th rank)
Gryphon (8th rank)
Hippogriff (8th rank)
Wyvern (10th rank)

Summoning Animal Spirits
The shaman may call one of his chosen animal spirits to aid him. It takes a full minute to enter the trance
required to call the spirit, and the shaman may only summon a spirit on a successful roll less than or equal
to Psychic Talent on d20. This may be attempted once each minute until successful.
Each spirit may only be summoned once per day. Once summoned the spirit can aid the shaman in one of
three ways:
Animal Spirit
The spirit takes the form of a silent, ghost-like version of the animal. This has all the normal attributes of
the animal, but is completely incorporeal like a wraith.
It cannot interact with or harm non-magical or corporeal beings, instead only able to affect other
incorporeal beings (such as wraiths, ghosts, other spirit animals etc.). The spirit animal can only be
harmed by magical weapons or attacks, or may be banished with a Dispel Magic spell of a level at least
equal to the animal's rank.
The shaman must spend Hii equal to the rank of the animal to pay for this boon. The Spirit animal will
serve the shaman for 1 hour (or until dismissed, destroyed or dispelled).
Animal Guide
The spirit calls on a real animal to appear before the shaman and aid him. An animal must be nearby for
this to work, so cannot be summoned if in an environment where that creature does not naturally live, or
has access to (such as beneath ground in a dungeon).
The shaman must spend Hii equal to the rank of the animal to pay for this boon. The animal appears
within 1d20 minutes, and will serve the shaman for 1 hour. However. if the animal is killed in the service
of the shaman, he will not be able to summon that animal again until he increases in rank.
Note that although the creature can understand the commands of the shaman, it will be unable to
communicate in return other than in the natural way of the animal (a wolf may bark or whine, a hawk
screech, etc.).
Animal Shape
This requires a Spirit Mask (see Spirit Artifice on p. 45).
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The shaman transforms bodily into the shape of the animal. Only his body and the mask is transformed,
so clothing and other equipment remain unchanged - usually this ritual is performed naked.
The shaman must spend Hii equal to the rank of the animal to pay for this boon, and remains transformed
for up to 1 hour. When he transforms back, the mask will be gone, and must be re-made before he can
transform again.

Spirit Host
At each rank (including 1st), the shaman may choose a spirit that he may call unto himself, temporarily
imbuing him with a supernatural ability.
To do this the shaman must possess a symbol of the spirit in question, usually a physical part of the spirit
when it lived. To summon the spirit, the shaman simply holds the object and mentally calls out – a
successful roll less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20 will draw the spirit into the shaman. This may
be attempted once per round.
It costs one Hii to pay for the boon granted by the spirit, and the spirit will remain with the shaman for at
least one minute. To continue to host the spirit beyond one minute requires a successful roll less than or
equal to Psychic Talent on d20 – this will extend the duration of the boon by a further minute. This may
be continued indefinitely until a failed Psychic Talent check is rolled.
Only one spirit host may be summoned by the shaman at a time, and each host may only be summoned
once per day.
Spirit of the Ancient Warrior
Object: To summon an ancient warrior spirit, the shaman must possess an object of war (a weapon or
piece of armour) that belonged to a great warrior when they lived.
Boon: The preternatural senses of the hosted spirit give the shaman absolute awareness of his foes - while
in combat the shaman does not need to split his defence against multiple opponents, and may defend
himself against any number of assailants at once.
Spirit of the Wise Sage
Object: To summon a wise sage spirit, the shaman must possess an object that belonged to a great shaman
or wise family member who has joined the ancestors in the sky. Usually this will be an heirloom or a
trinket recovered from a city of eagles.
Boon: With the wisdom of the ancients focusing his mind and calming his body, all fright attacks are
halved in strength.
Spirit of the Soaring Falcon
Object: The shaman must possess a charm made from the feathers of a falcon.
Boon: The great spirit of the falcon imparts incredible long range eyesight to the shaman, allowing him to
determine small details on visible objects up to one mile away.
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Spirit of the Cunning Fox
Object: The bound, preserved paw of a steppes fox is needed to summon this spirit.
Boon: The wily fox spirit lends some of his cunning to the shaman, increasing his STEALTH by 4 points
when trying to move silently past foes.
Spirit of the Agile Lynx
Object: The tail of a lynx, usually hung from a belt or atop a staff, is required to summon this spirit host.
Boon: When falling or dropping the spirit of the lynx instinctively prepares the shaman for impact,
reducing any damage received from the fall by half.
Spirit of the Wind Horse
Object: A short baton topped with the bound hair from the mane of a stallion.
Boon: With the great heart of the wind horse beating in his chest, the shaman becomes extremely fleet of
foot, and doubles his normal movement rate.
Spirit of the Mountain Goat
Object: The hooves of a mountain goat strung along a fabric cord is needed to summon this spirit.
Boon: Imbued with the natural balance and surefootedness of the hardy mountain goat, the difficulty of
any climb is reduced by 4 points.
Spirit of the Silvered Fish
Object: A glittering bracelet adorned with tiny enameled fish scales.
Boon: The great spirits of the rivers and seas allow a single breath to sustain the shaman for the duration
of the boon.
Spirit of the Swooping Bat
Object: A small pouch made from the skin of a bat.
Boon: The spirit of the bat enhances the shaman's hearing, making him supernaturally sensitive to sound.
He can pick out and hear events such as a whispered conversation from a mile away. Additionally the
Perception of the shaman is increased by 4 points when used to detect anything that produces sound.
Spirit of the Loyal Hound
Object: A necklace or bracelet strung with dog teeth is required to summon the spirit of the steppes
hound.
Boon: While hosting the loyal and sensitive dog spirit, the shaman will be able to tell when someone is
lying to him on a successful roll less than or equal to Psychic Talent on d20.
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This roll is made by the GM whenever the shaman is lied to – to avoid the player determining it's a lie
simply due to the GM rolling dice, the roll should be made periodically during a conversation, truth or
otherwise being told.
Favoured Host
At 11th rank and each rank beyond, the shaman may select each spirit a second time, becoming a favoured
host to that spirit. As a favoured host, once summoned a spirit will remain with the shaman for as many
minutes as his Psychic Talent score before requiring any rolls to extend the duration of the boon, with
each successful roll extending the boon by the same duration again.
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The City of Kef
By Cameron Smith

The Ancient City
The ancient city of Kef is sited on the shoulder of a rocky hill, some 500 feet above the level of the valley.
Its elevated location, seen through a soldier's eyes, dominates the lands around – the main trail north
from the Opalarian city of Ta'aqan, after it has passed through the Swamps of the Djinn, is squeezed
between the eastern flank of the Harogarn Massif, and the great inland lake (Karagol, the Black Lake)
from which spring the headwaters of the mighty Isis River.
One side of the hill is a steep cliff, and directly to the West it rises sharply to join with the Harogarn
mountains proper. The city is therefore unassailable on two sides, and impossible to surprise on the
others. It is well-watered throughout the year by springs descending from the permanently snow-tipped
peaks of the eastern Harogarn range.
Some fifty miles to the north the climate changes and the harsher terrain of the vast eastern steppe lands
begins to predominate – however the valley overseen by Kef is surprisingly fertile – regular rainfall
precipitated from the Harogarn range combines with the rich topsoil provided by the yearly flooding of
the lake to allow a second crop in most years, despite the cooler climate.

History
Accounting texts from the latter years of the Kaikhuran empire (since translated into Opalarian by
Ta'ashim scholars at the great university of Ansai'Im) give us our first glimpse of life in Kef. Apparently
even then it was densely populated – and its hilltop fortified – such that more than one Kaikhuran
punitive expedition was thwarted after a long trek north to demand tribute. Eventually it seems that an
uneasy modus vivendi was established, whereby regular barter and a nominal tribute was paid by the
Keffan people, in return for political independence from their nominal Kaikhuran suzerain far to the
south.
All that changed with the sudden expansion of the Ta'ashim faith and its attendant politics – which are of
course, extremely well documented by historians in Zhenir, Opalar and Marazid. At the beginning of the
7th century AS a Ta'ashim expeditionary force tramped up beside the Isis and, realising the importance of
this natural stronghold, set about capturing it. The vigorous Ta'ashim soldiers, fortified by their
still-young religion and hardened by years of war against Selentines, Kaikhurans and many lesser peoples,
were a different foe than the tired Kaikhurans of only a generation before. The citadel fell in less than two
months and was quickly rebuilt, larger and stronger than before, by military engineers.
The city grew rapidly for a dozen years , serving as a staging point for expeditions north into the lands of
the steppe. Gradually, however, such expeditions petered out as the Zheniri Caliphate – now very much a
bureaucracy ruling settled agricultural lands – lost interest in the endless dry expanse and its hardy nomad
population. Kef became one of the lesser provincial capitals of the Caliphate at its height, ruled firmly and
fairly by a succession of trained administrators backed by sturdy detachments of garrison troops. It seems
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that the population – by now a thorough admixture of indigenous peoples and colonists from all over the
Ta'ashim lands – grew in these conditions, given the fertility of the terrain.
The golden age of Kef, however, was in the 8th century AS. Early in that century the dismemberment of
the all-mighty Caliphate (due to secession by Marazid and insurrection by desert nomads in the Ta'ashim
heartland) left Kef almost untouched due to its geographical isolation and fearsome defensive position.
The provincial governor, while never daring to declare himself Emir, in fact ruled as a de facto monarch
and instituted a hereditary succession. A brief flowering of art and culture followed, fomented by the
many educated refugees who sought shelter in Kef from the endless political intrigues of Demkhor,
Aqa'Ala and Kise. Architecture also boomed, with many of the wealthier families commissioning daringly
sloped houses built outside the city walls.
Such a time of plenty could not last, however – in 820 AS the rampaging hordes of the Qadik nation
swept south along both shores of the Isis. Although the horse-bred generals sensibly chose not to invest
Kef at the time, they left enough troops in its lands to make their presence felt – and when the Qadik
leader proclaimed himself Sultan of Opalar the Keffan leadership was quick to send an emissary to his
new court at great Ansa'im and acknowledge his overlordship. Kef was once again a provincial town.
Within a generation, the unexpected stability – and then intellectual liberty – fostered by the firm hand of
the new Sultan and his descendants led to a slow exodus of Kef's brightest scholars, thinkers and traders –
causing a corresponding slump in its fortunes. The city retreated within it's still-strong walls and settled
into a more cautious way of life. Within the latter half of the tenth century AS the city has begun to win a
precarious autonomy, although perhaps not one that most of its inhabitants would wish. The fact is that
an expanding population of nomads to the north, coupled with the almost total absorption of the Qadik
dynasty into the ways of their Ta'ashim subjects, have meant that many of the southern Khanates view
Kef and its relative riches as fair game. Although no pitched battles have yet been fought, the Opalarian
bureaucracy have to a certain extent relaxed their grip on Keffan life, preferring to hold on to the fortress
even if that means turning a blind eye to the outlandish practices of the nomad visitors who are
increasingly common there.

Contemporary Kef (993 AS)
The city today – while clearly not approaching the sheer size of Ferromaine or Selentium – is still an
impressive sight, decorating the crest of its hill with battlements, spires and palm trees. All travellers will
approach it by a winding road, still mostly paved with good sandstone, that takes one gently up from the
main trade road north. This road is punctuated with stone check-towers from which a handful of soldiers
might block traffic. Nowadays these checkpoints are rarely manned at the base of the hill, in deference to
the nomad presence. A second track, straighter and steeper, climbs the northern slope of the hill. This
wide, muddy track is notionally reserved only for use by citizens of Kef – though in recent years it seems
anyone who has even a tenuous claim to residence – whether it be more than a week in a tavern or
settling in with one of the city's women – is considered citizen enough to traipse up this exhausting path.
Finally there is a third way – a steep single-file stairway hacked out of the living rock of the cliff which
forms the city's southern buttress. This route is strictly reserved for use by the Opalarian military garrison
and anyone else attempting to use it will be dealt with harshly – most likely by being thrown outwards to
make the journey downwards without the help of steps.
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Once inside the city walls a visitor will do well to move with a guide until he has taken a good few days to
find his bearings. Except for a few principal streets, as wide as two carts side-by-side and paved with wide
limestone flags, Kef is permeated by countless narrow alleys and walkways, curving and intertwining,
rising and falling, sometimes passing beneath buildings or through small gardens. For the most part these
narrow streets are cobbled with good stone and well-drained, but in the poor quarter they can often
become muddy streams during the spring rains.
With the exception of public buildings (see below), Keffan houses (from a tailor's modest abode to a great
merchant's many-storied mansion) are built more or less in the Ta'ashim mode – tenements with a closed
face looking towards the street, hiding a many-chambered open courtyard within. However the
intellectual flowering of Kef's brief golden age did leave some legacies; all but the smallest house has at
least one side tower, growing from the upper stories like a swollen bay window, from which the residents
may observe their neighbours discreetly through shuttered windows. Rooftop gardens are also popular
among the wealthier echelons and decorum permits that the woman of the house – who might never
exchange a word with her neighbour on the street - may speak freely with her as they tend their
respective flower beds several stories up.
Finally, even the meanest dwelling has an ornately carved front-door which is considered a sign of its
family's heritage and will be carefully preserved even during rebuilding or a move to another part of a
city. To willfully scratch another man's door is considered a high insult and even today, Marbo bouts are
set – sometimes to the death – for such incidents.

Language
Opalarian is the lingua franca for residents, nomads and visitors alike – however the city elite and most of
its officials can also speak and write Nascerine without difficulty. The poorer elements still speak N'bah at
home, a descendant of the tongue spoken by the city's original inhabitants which over time has absorbed
smatterings of Kaikhuran, Nascerine, Opalarian and more recently the Etya'be'yely spoken by the nomad
contingents.
Astute adventurers may notice that the fisher-folk of the Stilted Village still communicate freely with the
lower classes of the city on the hill... and from there realise that there is far more interchange between
these two apparently separate settlements than at first meets the eye.
Given the city's long history as an entrepôt for commerce of all shapes and sizes, translators are fairly easy
to hire if one knows Angate or the Coradian argot. Naturally, these gentle souls will not hesitate to use
their position to coax their patrons to buy from their cousin's market stall, and visit their uncle's house of
pleasure, if a traveller appears suitably unwary. And of course prices might sometimes get mistranslated if
the visitor seems to have enough gold to hand.
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Places of Interest
The Citadel
The citadel has been in the hands of professional Ta'ashim soldiers of one sort or another since its
construction almost three hundred years ago. Periodically it has been rebuilt, strengthened and expanded.
It is still in good repair, with sturdy enfilading walls and access to several streams which enter it directly
from the rockface behind. As such it has never been taken by siege.
A protected walkway leads from here to the military steps on the south side of the hill, and another to a
side entrance of the governor's palace.
In the current troubled times the military are leery of letting anyone except their own in or even near the
fortress, however there is one exception to this rule: the parade ground at the front draws half the
population of the city every two weeks, to watch and place bets on bouts of Marbo (see below). Naturally
such a crowd draws sellers of sweetmeats along with less innocent pleasures, as well as a healthy gamut of
pickpockets, confidence tricksters and young ruffians.
The citadel has the following garrison:
Soldiers
A squad typically comprises eight soldiers, one or two counting as 2nd rank knights and the remainder 1st
rank knights (see average stats in D
 ragon Warriors, p.119)
On patrol within the city these soldiers carry shortswords (d8, 3), staves (d6,3) and wear leather armour
(AF2). When sent to deal with a “situation”, or outside the city walls, the soldiers additionally carry spears
(2d4, 4), shields and wear solid mail armour (AF4).
Squads may be equipped with bows or horses as necessary for the task at hand.
Sergeants
The garrison typically has about half a dozen sergeants (3rd rank Knights) and a couple of senior
sergeants on its roster (4th rank knights) at any one time.
All of these may be considered experienced Marbo competitors in terms of unarmed combat (see below).
They tend to be the real hard nuts of the troop and thus have ATTACK and Health Points 1 above
average. They use long, slightly curved swords instead of shortswords. The senior sergeants should be
considered to have Weaponskill (Dragon Warriors, p. 27) in the use of their swords.
Captains of the Guard
There are two of these present at any time, taking turns to command the watch. They are equipped as per
senior sergeants and count as superior 5th rank knights with the following stats:
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ATTACK18
DEFENCE 12
Health Points 15
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 5
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 4

When necessary, they will don suits of fine metal armour prepared by Nazarene craftsmen (AF5).
Both have Weaponskill (sword). The Night Captain also has Swordmaster, while the Day Captain is a
Master Bowman. (All skills Dragon Warriors, p. 27)
Commander of the Guard
Irdash an-Nihari is an experienced soldier, originally from Marazid, perhaps just past his fortieth year.
Officially his command is a promotion after half a lifetime of service in the field. Unofficially, his
superiors discovered his magical leanings and, deciding that he was too good at his job to dismiss, posted
him to this provincial backwater. He dresses and carries himself as a traditional Opalarian career soldier
but in fact is a 6th rank warlock who is careful to keep his eldritch abilities a secret.
ATTACK 18
DEFENCE 11
Health Points 12
MAGICAL ATTACK 18
MAGICAL DEFENCE 9

Magic Points 12
EVASION 4
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 8

He is equipped with a remarkable scimitar he acquired on a campaign in the Kaikhuran heartland many
years ago. It provides +1 to ATTACK, Armour Bypass and Damage, and will grow remarkably heavy and
difficult to use if anyone takes it from Irdash by force or without permission. Treat as a (d8+1, 5) weapon.
He has, unsurprisingly, become interested in the tales of the Shadowlords' treasure, and if an opportunity
were to present itself for him to sponsor or support a visit in some way he would be interested, as long as
his involvement could be kept secret.
An intelligent and cultured individual, he has taken the time to learn N'bah to a reasonable level, and even
picked up a smattering of the local Khanate dialects. He is well-respected among the populace and even
(though they would not admit it openly) among the Nomad contingents. This means that any party with a
plan seen to go directly against his interests would have a hard time finding backers. He has also
developed polite relations with one or two of the moon shamans attached to the local nomad contingents,
and begun to study their magical abilities. His ambition is to meet a sun shaman before his tour of duty
ends.

The Governor's Palace
This building, though not as stoutly-constructed as the garrison, nevertheless boasts strong walls and an
easily defensible design. Only the eye of a seasoned soldier would notice this, however, as the palace has
accumulated much beauty and splendour over the years. Crenellated battlements, domes, towers and flags
adorn the structure, and every inch is painted with murals of dazzling colours contributed by Kef's artists
and artisans who strive to impress potential patrons. This tradition began in the city's golden age and has
never died away – to the extent that it is a common sight of a rest-day to see the children of a local builder
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perching on precarious wooden scaffolds to finish a bright curve of paint, while their father looks on,
hoping that his latest effort will attract a new commission.
All this finery means that the tree-shaded walkways around the palace are a favourite haunt for lovers
young and old, as well as many other encounters of a clandestine nature. Members of the militia and the
soldiery regularly patrol the area but will turn a blind eye to almost anything except violence. Adventurers
looking for work could do worse than strut their stuff here of a week-ending, as long as they are careful to
keep their main weapons out of sight.
If anyone were to be invited inside the palace he would at first be just as impressed – the main hallways
are spacious, well-lit and beautifully ornamented. Behind this facade, however, the city's declining
fortunes have meant that many lesser corridors and chambers have been forgotten or fallen into disrepair.
Servants and courtiers with sinecures handed down from father to son scurry about on apparently urgent
business, their heads down and scrolls clutched in their bejewelled hands.
Thus it is that more than one outsider has been able to bribe his way into the palace in order to scour its
backwaters for forgotten valuables – a few have been caught over the years and very publicly executed –
but even the Vizier would admit to his closest friends that many more have got clean away!

The City Library
The library is perhaps the one genuinely magnificent building in Kef. Though not imposing to look at
from the outside, it was built into the back of the mountain on whose shoulder the city perches, and over
several generations the governing family expanded it from within, hacking galleries and chambers from
the living rock to store the works bought from as far away as Dhulan and Ferromaine. The province's
legal records are also stored here and it is well known that with enough coin in the right places, almost
any deed or manifest can mysteriously “disappear” from the correct shelf... until, that is, some more
money is applied by a rival party to make it “reappear”.
This institution appears to instil a genuine sense of pride in the otherwise avaricious residents of Kef, and
even the nomads hold it in some esteem, though few indeed of them would presume to venture through
its doors. Thus it is that the guardians of the building are left largely to themselves to run the place, in
what has become almost a hereditary bureaucracy.
Some of these fellows are genuinely interested in study and research – such as Haysan al-Ketib, who is
known to be more knowledgeable than any other about the geography of the Shadowlords plateau and is
even said to speak the tongue of the centaur folk as well as any of the four-footed folk. Many others,
however, have become so venal with time that even a request to find out if a certain tome or scroll is held
there requires several payments, each at least a silver florin. The only way around this is to befriend one
of the custodians, or better yet do him a favour that he feels obliged to return.
GMs may wish to award some XP for the knowledge gained by conducting a decent study of a particular topic,
relevant to a character's profession, in the library.
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The Great Temple
Some way from the library is the great temple, said to be the oldest building in the city. For several
centuries it has been a place of worship for the Ta'ashim faith, but the structure itself dates back far longer
and some of its inner chambers reveal a more ancient architecture. On feast days there is a regular
observance by all classes, and even the Khanate chieftains keep their men quiet as a show of respect. The
rest of the time attendance at the weekly prayers is decidedly mixed – and of a full moon just as many folk
may be seen at night worshipping in the old way outside the ancient catacombs whose openings line the
rock face behind the temple. The weekly prayers are led by representatives of the city's leading families in
a rotating system supposed to reflect the contribution each one has made to the city over the years – but
in practice the rules are so arcane and known only to the senior officials of the temple, that few pay
attention when one or another upstart house pays its way onto the list!
As for the night worshippers they mostly hail from the poorer classes but it is far from uncommon to see
a wealthy merchant or even a noble, humbly dressed and chanting with their humbler fellows. Some say
that the old religion is derived from the primitive witchcraft of the Stilted Village, others that it keeps
alive a Kaikhuran tradition of ancestor worship. The only formal study of the faith, performed by Ibn
Ha'alim in 709 AS was embargoed from publication by the Caliph, and the single remaining copy of his
work is now lost amongst the endless shelves of the voluminous library at Demkhor. In general, a visitor
who spends enough time in Kef to enquire about the subject will get the feeling that since the nomad
incursions have become so frequent, the number of those paying more than lip-service to the Ta'ashim
beliefs has reduced – after all, if the Illuminate's ways cannot protect the valley against these uncouth
horsemen, who can?
Finally, there are a few dozen who secretly adhere to the so-called Shadebound Cult of the Shadowlords.
This religion does not worship the Shadowlords as such but rather continues the cold faith that they
themselves practiced millennia ago. How accurately their traditions have been handed down is open to
question.
GMs may wish to consider that even recently-arrived PCs could obtain blessings from the old religion, though the
effects would typically take some time to show, and be limited in scope (for instance, a recovery from wounds might
speed up, but the dead will not be brought back to life!).

The Slave Market
Since Kaikhuran times Kef has been a centre for the slave trade and this mainstay of its economy has
continued over the centuries, though the race of both slaves and slavers has changed many times. The
slave market is thus the oldest and most central of the city's trading spots.
Nowadays the majority of slaves are nomads captured by Khanate horsemen from rival clans in battle,
who have opted for slavery rather than face the shame of having to return to their hearth-tent without
having died in battle. For the most part therefore they accept their fate willingly and are eagerly sought
after by traders who take them down to the great cities of the southern Isis where they fetch a high price
as bodyguards, due to their fierceness and extreme loyalty. Tales often filter back up to Kef of nomads
who have been promoted after many years of service, in some cases even running their master's
businesses.
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Intermingled with the squat figures of the nomads are other, less fortunate souls. The vast reach of the
eastern steppes means that folk are plucked from every land which borders the endless grassland – and
some of them end up in Kef to be sold into a world hundreds or thousands of leagues from their
homeland. Young women who must surely be from Khitai or further, rangy shepherds from the
mountainous zones which dot the steppes, even the occasional pale faced fellow from the northern wastes
all stand dejected at the slave block.
The strongest of these are in high demand as Marbo wrestlers – not least from Ibn Talrik, a Mungodan
who bought his freedom from his master after a decade of unbeaten bouts on the parade ground, and has
now set up his own school where slaves, ruffians and rich youngsters train alike.
Occasionally the dark blocky shape of a ‘mountain king’ will be seen here – normally to be purchased by a
wizard for some nefarious experiment – although only the hardiest slavers take part in such transactions
as the risk of being caught and horribly punished by the mountain denizens is high.
A party which needs extra hands may consider purchasing or temporarily hiring slaves to accompany
them. Prices range from a handful of florins for a recent arrival to several dozen gold crowns for an
experienced fighter or wrestler (stats as for a 3rd rank barbarian). GMs should bear in mind that nomad
slaves will be reluctant to work in their former Khan's stomping ground.
Adventurers who wish to acquire the tactics of Marbo fighting (and thus, effectively, the Unarmed
Combat skill) may pay for full time training in it at one of Kef's several schools. The procedure is as
follows:
●
●

●

●

Basic training takes a month and costs between 10-20 gold crowns for an outsider.
At the end of this month, the player should roll 2d10, adding his character's rank (for barbarians
and knights) or half-his-rank rounded up (for mystics and warlocks). On a 20 or above, the skill
has been acquired.
If this initial roll is successful, the character may continue his training on a weekly basis, as
follows:
○ the cost tends to be about 5 crowns per week.
○ the character must also “pay” a number of XP equal to their current rank (Note, this
cannot cause them to “drop” a rank, their XP cannot go below the minimum for their
rank).
○ the character should take a d4-1 Health Points damage for the bruises suffered.
○ at the end of the week the character may roll again, this time adding 1 for each week of
training after the initial month (so at the end of the 3rd week, there is a +3 modifier).
Again, a 20 or above means success.
A side-effect of completing the training is that the character will gain a measure of respect among
the garrison, nomads and the local toughs. The GM should use their discretion in working this
into the game, but in general it means that the character should be considered to have a rank 2
above their normal rank for the effects of determining Renown (Dragon Warriors, p. 131).
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The Great Bazaar
The Great Bazaar (as its occupants like to call it) is in fact a motley collection of different markets which
spreads out a few blocks from the Slave Market. Each street, alleyway and nook has its own specialty and
almost any kind of produce both local and imported can be bought here. It goes without saying that any
buyer should keep his wits about him! If the cutpurses do not fleece him then the stallholders surely will.
For those who seek advice or services – such as translators, guides or burglars-for-hire, the Bazaar is also
the place to go.
Finally, almost every vendor will claim to know someone who knows someone who has some item from
the citadel of the Shadowlords for sale. The vast majority of such claims are as hollow as the smile which
accompanies them – but discreet enquiries will confirm that some nobles have managed to buy genuine
items to assist them in their business pursuits.
Most goods imaginable (including but not limited to the list on Dragon Warriors, p. 134) can be
purchased at a decent price following a successful Looks roll.
Many services, including theft, murder, protection, information, pleasure can be hired here, the quality
varying enormously (see “Thieves' Quarter” below).
Magical artefacts and poisons may also be purchased but they are never on open display and the purchase
should typically take several days, involve a degree of hazard for the buyers – and a decent amount of
roleplaying! Finally, the item thus acquired may or may not actually work as described!

The Thieves' Quarter
Kef does not have a thieves' quarter as such, since the whole city is built upon commerce without any
clear line between legal and illegal transactions. That said, the streets just outside the market area are
where those folk who prefer to carry out their transactions out of the public eye tend to make their
homes. Assassins, burglars, fences, pickpockets and minor workers of magic are all base their business in
these lesser alleyways.
However it is considered very bad form for any prospective customer to directly approach one of these
houses of underhand dealings – rather he should make his wishes known via an intermediary at his
lodgings or in the market, then meet to discuss the deal just outside the governor's palace (see above).
Anyone (including the city militia) who ignore this unwritten rule will find themselves cornered by the
many and vicious inhabitants of this area.

The Street of Foreigners
The southern part of the city hosts a variety of boarding houses on the aptly named “Street of Foreigners”.
Walking from one end of the street to the other, the visitor is confronted with a generally increasing level
of opulence and, of course, price. Several of the lower-end establishments double as brothels with rooms
rented by the hour and back-rooms where all manner of gambling may be carried out. Whether cheap or
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expensive, the staff of these places are among the best-connected people in the city – whatever an
adventurer may want, these people can surely find it – for a price.
Travellers who are bunked only one or two to a room should be careful as the unwary have been known
to disappear when their sleeping pallets collapse into a hidden chamber below. Such treatment is only
meted out to people who seem to be “down on their luck” - successful merchants or aggressive
mercenaries will be left politely alone.

The Nomad Quarter
By tacit agreement with the still-powerful Opalarian garrison, the nomads keep to a cluster of streets on
the eastern side of the city, between the slave market and the city walls. The garrison do not allow any
nomad to carry a bladed weapon with the walls and, although the Khans almost certainly keep stashes of
weapons within their houses, it is true that no nomad will be seen walking the streets with a sword or
spear in hand.
As a substitute, the nomad bodyguards who reside within the city have become experts in the use of staff,
sling and Marbo (see below). Only a foolish resident would challenge a squad of steppes men thus armed,
even if he himself did carry a blade.
The largest houses where the Khans live have been formed from several older buildings knocked together
to create enclosed paddocks and exercise yards where the nomads can work with their beloved horses.
What few outsiders (and even many Keffan natives) do not realise is that the three most important clans
represented in the city regard each other as just as much of an enemy as the Opalarian Sultanate itself.
Much of their effort is dedicated to spying on each other and trying to enlist the minor clans in support while the garrison for its part dedicates much time to keeping on top of the fluid situation of alliances and
insults which hold at any moment.
The Shir-Aliq Nomads comprise the following groups.
Nomad Warriors
They tend to wander around in groups of 3-6, of which the leader will be a 2nd or 3rd rank barbarian and
the rest 1st rank. Within the city, they will carry only knives, short clubs and slings, and light armour
(AF1).
If encountered outside the city, they will be horsed and carry swords and bows, with thicker armour
(AF2). In addition they will carry some shamanic concoctions (see p. 44): 2 doses of healing salve, 1 dose
of antidote.
Their arrows are tipped with a poison whose secret is known only to their clan. Anyone wounded by
such an arrow, will suffer 1 HP additional damage per combat round, until they can remove the arrow
head from their body. Once removed, the poison has no further effect and the wounds will recover
normally.
Eagle Feathers
These are the personal guard of the Khan's representative and have stats equivalent to 4th rank
barbarians, with the following differences:
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Both ATTACK and Health Points are 2 points above average.
All may be considered experienced Marbo competitors in terms of unarmed combat (see below).
They are extremely accomplished with the bow and may be considered to have the Master Bowman skill
(Dragon Warriors, p. 27).
They always wear solid leather armour reinforced with bone (AF3). Each carries a dose of healing salve
and several doses of weak poison for their swords (see  p. 44).
Shaman Ket Udlik
He is a 4th rank moon shaman who is spending time with the tribe to minister to their spiritual needs and
protect them from excessive influence by the Opalarians. He is a burly fellow and, as with most moon
shamans, he is no stranger to a fight and will defend the contingent leader with his life if necessary.
ATTACK 15
DEFENCE 8
Health Points 10
MAGICAL ATTACK 17
MAGICAL DEFENCE 8

Hii 4
EVASION 3
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 6

He wears an old set of scale mail armour (AF3) and wields a two-handed staff tipped with teeth of some
beast from deep within the heart of the steppe (d6+1, 4). If he knows a fight is coming he will use a
variety of potions he keeps stored to improve his strength and reflexes (effectively increasing ATTACK,
DEFENCE and EVASION by 1 each).
Ilkut Dan Bala
The leader of the contingent, a minor cousin of his khan and known for his experience at dealing with
enemies strategically rather than in the head-on manner favoured by most nomad leaders. He has rather a
wiry build but is extremely quick and an expert with ranged weapons. Treat as a 6th rank barbarian.
ATTACK 20 (21 with a ranged weapon)
DEFENCE 13
Health Points 18
MAGICAL DEFENCE 8

EVASION 7
STEALTH 17
PERCEPTION 7

He uses a bow which was imbued with a spirit by a sun shaman and gives his fingers a preternatural
quickness – he can thus loose off two shots in a single combat round. He uses a scimitar (d8, 4) captured
from some luckless Opalarian in times past and wears traditional armour made of leather with bone and
metal plates (AF3).
Ilkut is very unlikely to use violence against travellers unless they directly infringe his honour. Rather he
will tend to make clear to the garrison that their presence is unwelcome and likely to provoke an
“incident”, thus turning them persona non grata within the city walls
The Elgut Nomads comprise the following groups.
Nomad Warriors
As per the Shir-Alik warriors, except for the following:
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If encountered outside the city, they will be horsed and carry longswords, throwing spears, lances (2d4, 4)
and shields, with much thicker armour (AF3).
Their lances are barbed and designed to be almost impossible to remove. Anyone struck and injured by
one has their movement, DEFENCE and EVASION halved until they can remove the lance. In addition,
they should roll under their Strength on 2d10 when removing the lance – failure means an additional HP
of damage is caused by the barb as it comes out.
Eagle Feathers
As per the Eagle Feathers of the Shir-Alik, except for the following:
They do not share the Shir-Alik's skill with the bow, but are vicious melee fighters and may be considered
to have the Main Gauche skill (Dragon Warriors, p. 27), using a shortsword (d8, 3) in the left hand
Shaman Krr Alaa
She is a 5th rank sun shaman who has (unbeknownst to the leader) been sent to restrain the clan from any
impulsive military forays. She is a slight woman but always treated with the utmost respect by all
members of the clan, and will always be accompanied by at least two warriors wherever she goes.
ATTACK 13
DEFENCE 7
Health Points 9
MAGICAL ATTACK 19
MAGICAL DEFENCE 9(10)

Hii 10
EVASION 4
STEALTH 15
PERCEPTION 7

She wears only a leather tunic (AF1), a Cloak of the Sky, and wields a long dagger if forced into a fight
(d8, 3).
Over time she has prepared or procured a great variety of antidotes and healing salves, which she carries
secreted about her person.
Murj dan Heng
Leader of the contingent, a somewhat hot headed man, well respected by his men for his aggressive
attitude. He is heavily-built and loves the Marbo floor. Treat him as a 5th Rank Barbarian.
ATTACK 20
DEFENCE 11
Health Points 20
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 7
STEALTH 15
PERCEPTION 7

In battle he uses a two-handed scimitar which was enchanted by a shaman who befriended his father,
acting as a +1 sword. Taking into account his great strength, this makes it a fearsome (d10+2, 7) weapon.
He wears a looted set of chainmail armour (AF4).
Murj is always on the lookout for an opportunity for him and his men to fight if it will increase his clan's
standing or wealth – however on most occasions, Krr Alaa manages to talk him out of outright folly.
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The Ruined Quarter – Aqsani's Folly
Outside the city walls, on the northeastern flank of Kef hill, spread an eclectic collection of ruined
buildings dating from the city's golden age of two centuries past – and showing all the hallmarks of the
wealth and confidence that produced them. Towers rise from other, greater towers, walkways soar above
the street to connect mansions five stories high and great trees sprout sideways from abandoned topiaries.
Most of them were well-constructed and are still in a reasonable state of repair – but their silent windows
and rubbled streets tell a different story.
Since the re-establishment of Opalarian suzerainty under the Qadik dynasty, a slow process of
abandonment began as the wealthier families began to balk at the cost of maintaining such luxurious
residences in straitened times. However the real motive of why no native of Kef will be found living here
today is the fate of the Aqsani household. A generation after the Sultanate was established, the Aqsanis
had been more successful than most at keeping their wealth flowing and had become the greatest
mercantile house in the city. Some murmured that this wealth was due to an unseemly involvement in the
trade of arcane relics plundered from the Citadel of the Shadowlords – others that the patriarch, Fenik
Aqsani, regularly bedded concubines from the Stilted Village in order to absorb their fell powers.
Whatever the reason, none could deny that the Aqsani mansion on the lower slopes threw fabulous
celebrations on feast days – the elite of the city would gather in pomp and finery reminiscent of the city's
heyday, while the common people would be feted with sweetmeats and cheap wine – all at the cost of
Master Fenik. However, all that came to an end on the last day of the year 847 AS.
At the height of the party to celebrate the first full moon of the year, Fenik's daughter was discovered
abed with the younger son of Khan Druin, the main nomad trading partner of the Aqsani house.
Both fathers were disgusted – they did business together but found the notion of a mixing of their
bloodlines quite dishonourable. In front of the assembled guests in their finery, the young Khanate
nobleman was stripped of his weapons and berated. Despite the testament of household servants,
nursemaids and guards that the young couple had a genuine passion, and most of all the tearful pleas of
young Ashra'a Aqsani, he was beaten to death by his own Father.
Screaming her rage the young Ashra'a cursed her own father and the sire of her slaughtered groom – both
of them would live to bury all of their children – and any who helped them would suffer the same fate.
Then while a strange bewilderment came upon all present, the young woman rushed from the hall, never
to be seen again.
And, says folk wisdom, things came to pass just as the curse had laid down. Druin's five stout sons fell
within three years as a bloody feud erupted with the White Feather clan to the north. While Fenik's
many get – both legitimate and otherwise – fell victim one after another to every plague, misfortune and
accident that visited the Kef valley over the following years.
With such potent proof of witchcraft or ill-favour from the gods (and surely, some said that Ashra'a was
the result of Fenik's lakeside couplings so of course she was a witch) it was not long before Fenik's trading
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partners shunned him and Druin's horse-brothers abandoned him. Within ten years, the city records
show, all dwellings outside the walls were abandoned and the Aqsani household dispersed to the four
winds. Until today no native will live there – even the poorest prefer to cling to slums with four, six, eight
to a hovel than risk a night amidst the silent splendour of Aqsani's Folly, as the whole quarter is now
known. Mothers quiet unruly children with a mention of Man' Asher – “Sister Ashra'a” in the local dialect
– who, it is said, still visits the place regularly as a ghost to check that none have defied her curse.
There is one group, however, who may oft be seen braving the ruins – at least in the daytime. These are
the aforementioned freebooters and treasure hunters who arrive in a regular trickle seeking those
wonders Aqsani is said to have plundered from the high plateau of the Shadowlords – for any Keffan
grandmother will tell you a different tale from the aged lady sitting next to her to take the morning sun,
of what happened to Fenik's undoubted riches after his demise. In recent years, some of these fellows
appear to have given up on their quest for fabulous riches and settled for the more mundane kind, to be
obtained by robbing any traveller foolish enough to venture into this quarter.
The Opalarian military and the city militia would lose their right arms rather than have to conduct a
patrol here.
In truth however, the military are not quite as indifferent as they seem. There are several tunnels from
the abandoned quarter into the city – many of them between the mansions of the rich and their ancestral
family homes in the cramped old sectors within the walls. Since the nomads became a permanent and
menacing presence in Kef a generation ago, the garrison has undertaken to clear and even redirect some
of these tunnels such that, if it should ever prove necessary to exterminate the resident barbarians, they
can quickly move troops outside the city walls from the garrison and its surrounding buildings. These
preparations have been maintained in the strictest secrecy over more than two decades and any outsider
known to have discovered them would most likely be slain out of hand.
In addition, some resident Sorcerers have been enlisted to maintain ruses (Illusion spell) and barriers
(Force Field) of a magical nature in order to reduce the possibility of accidental discovery. In game terms
the renewal of these spells over so many years have had a number of effects:
● The entry gates to the tunnels on the Aqsani's Folly side have become so imbued with magic that
it has seeped through to the immediate surrounding area. This means that See Enchantment or
Detect Aura spells will only “pick up” a generally high level of magical essence, without being able
to pinpoint the gate.
● If someone should attempt to dispel the magical protections, they should be treated as Level 7
spells for purposes of the Magic Points necessary to overcome Them.
Encounter table for the ruined quarter:
A roll on this table should be made when a party first enters the quarter, and for each additional day they
spend there.
d100 Roll Encounter
01-60
61-70

No Encounter
1-10 Giant Rats (Dragon Warriors, p. 242)
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71-82
83-90
91-96
97-100

A party of freebooters (1-6 1st-3rd rank individuals)
A party of more experienced freebooters (1-6 2nd-5th rank individuals)
A group of nomad youths on a dare – (2-8 1st rank steppe barbarians)
Nightmare (Dragon Warriors, p . 248)

The Surrounds
The area around Kef itself is relatively peaceful and dotted with large agricultural plantations but under
the apparently placid surface there is much to explore.

The Stilted Village
This is a large village of several hundred wooden houses, built on high poles to keep them out of the
water even when the lake is in flood. The oldest records known to Ta'ashim scholars speak of this
settlement so it is at least as old as Kef itself. The main activity is fishing in the bountiful fresh waters of
lake Karagon and the daily catch is a staple part of the Keffan diet. However, the village has a special place
in Keffan culture for two reasons:
● Its people are clearly somewhat different physically from the natives of the city and the
surrounding flatlands – and the oldest descriptions confirm this. It seems that somehow these
people have kept their culture – and their language – alive despite the repeated waves of conquest
and immigration which have swept the valley.
● The village is home to a powerful group of witches whose traditions have been passed down
through the centuries.
Perhaps because the strong magical reputation of the place, even the nomads tend to let the village well
alone – or at worst send their shamen sniffing around trying to learn something about this foreign magic.
The inhabitants of the village have seen civilizations come and go, and so are friendly enough in a
superficial way to outsiders. However they are slow to genuinely trust any except certain families of Kef
who have long maintained ties of friendship and blood.
The Witches Assistance
An adventurer wishing to benefit from the secret ceremonies of the village elders should first get himself
introduced through one such family – typically a fee will be charged, in gold or in kind, and the fellow will
present himself at the village accompanied by a vouchsafe.
Once he enters the village boundaries his arms will be taken and laid aside, and he will be blindfolded. A
journey that seems like hours, in a canoe will take him to the ceremony hut – all the while with his
vouchsafe sitting opposite him holding his hands. If he should withdraw a hand it is considered unlucky –
and if he should ever remove or lose his blindfold, he will be summarily slain and his body pitched into
the lake for the larger fish to consume at their leisure.
Upon arrival at the ceremony hut the supplicant will be given a calming drug which also has the effect of
allowing him to understand the elders' questions. Still blindfolded, he will be bombarded with inquiries
about any aspect of his life – oftentimes without any clear relation to the matter at hand. Finally the elders
will fall silent and the supplicant must above all keep his mouth shut and his body still at this time.
No-one has ever managed to report what happens during this period which may last for a few minutes or
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several hours – though some brave souls have dared to report a soft whispering in an alien tongue and a
heavy shuffling sound going around and around the room.
The ceremony finishes when a trinket is pressed into the supplicant's hand. Such trinkets are always made
of a very hard stone which glitters faintly. The supplicant can make out sigils and markings on it,
however to anyone else it appears merely a pebble. The supplicant is taken back to the village entrance,
clutching the trinket all the while, and finally released. At this stage it is customary to make some kind of
retribution for the powerful aid rendered – such a gift is never asked for but Keffan taverns are rife with
stories and even jokes about foolish folk who have taken their trinket and given nothing in return.
The Pebble
This powerful enchanted item provides some degree of protection against the supernatural beings that
inhabit the steppes, and to a lesser degree, all supernatural entities. It’s powers only apply while the pebble
is within arm's reach of the owner.
The pebble confers a bonus of +1 to both Defence and Magical Defence when attacked by supernatural
entities, increasing to +2 when within the lands of the Steppes. Note that this effect does not combine
with that of any relics - belief or faith must be in one or the other to gain the respective benefits.
Creatures affected by this ability include (but are not limited to): Banshees, Barghests, Baraduth,
Battlemasters, Blue Men, Cadavers, Caitshee, Death's Head bodies (but not the death's head itself),
Destriers, Dire Winds, Elementals, Ghosts, Ghouls, Grave Gaunts, Hellions, Hellrots, Holocausts,
Jumbees, Men of Stone, Necrochor, Nightmares, Mummies, Phantasms, Sand Demons, Silent Warriors,
Skeletons, Skullghasts, Spectres, Vampires, Wights, Wraiths and Zombies.
If the pebble is lost or stolen the owner suffers no ill effects. However anyone who knowingly steals the
pebble, either to gain its powers or simply to deprive the wearer of them, will suffer its effects in some
kind of twisted negative way (such as becoming the sole focus of any supernatural entity that is
encountered), until he returns the pebble to the owner. If he tries to rid himself of the pebble without
returning it, within a few days he will find himself back next to it again. For instance throwing it off a cliff
may lead to the thrower shortly afterwards slipping down a gorge into the jungle at the bottom of that
cliff – and landing up face down in the mud with the pebble silently sitting just before his eyes.

The Lake
The lake is enormous and viewed with a certain suspicion by Keffans. It is considered bad luck to attempt
a direct crossing and in fact the disappearance of a flotilla launched by the Qadik nomads at the height of
their strength attests to the folly of such journeys. Boats with crews may be hired from the Stilted Village
but these will refuse to take anyone out of site of land, or more than two days' journey up or down the
coast.
Lake Travel
Lake Keragon is large enough to have significant wind, and thus the rules for ship travel (Dragon
Warriors, p. 214) should be used for sailing vessels, except that wind changes should be rolled on a d4,
meaning that the strongest wind is a breeze. For this reason, all native boats are designed for paddles, and
only the largest have simple square sails.
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The water, if one leaves the immediate vicinity of the Stilted Village, fairly teems with crocodiles, leeches
and other more dangerous denizens. Characters falling in have d10 rounds to escape before the GM
should consider them “lunch”.

The Mountain Trails of the Shadowlords
These trails are officially barred to anyone except the Opalarian military – in practice anyone except a
nomad may travel on them subject to paying a hefty bribe at the Library and waiting several weeks in
order to get the right paperwork claiming that the bearer is upon a “mission of academic importance”.
Both trails are steep, rocky and require sure feet and a stout heart to navigate.

Nomad Encampments
Just visible from the highest battlements of Kef itself are the strikingly coloured tents of the warrior
contingents who support the nomad chieftains residing in the city. Strategically sited within
half-an-hour's fast ride of their leaders should the need ever arise, these doughty clansmen wile away their
time competing with each other in bouts of horsemanship, archery and wrestling. Each chieftain's camp is
set a little away from that of his rivals' – close enough to keep an eye on them but far enough to avoid the
fiery soldiers coming into too much contact with each other. Every once in a while two or more
encampments will arrange a kind of tournament – though with far fewer rules and none of the foppery of
the Chaubrettan equivalent – and in recent years the sons of the city's elite have begun to frequent these
vicious displays of martial prowess as a form of thrilling theatre.
It is not uncommon for the nomads to wander in pairs or threes around the countryside, especially to the
north of Kef hill. Outright harassment of locals is rare, but food and drink are often “requested” and
normally given. If a chieftain is ever questioned about such depredations, even by riders clearly wearing
his plume in their helmets, he will laugh sadly and say that his own men are well disciplined and that the
miscreants are surely some of their cousins who were merely visiting and have now travelled back north
to the wide grasslands. In fact both the chieftains and the Opalarian garrison have long been aware that
such euphemisms are a convenient fiction – in reality the Khanates need to keep their men active or risk
dissent – and the more they wander over the rich farmlands of the floodplain, the more their men are
familiarized with the terrain should such ever be necessary.
Adventurous travellers coming upon such small groups of armed nomads might be interested to know
that if taunts come to blows, there will be no organized retribution for any steppes men slain, as long as
the combat was considered to be a “straight fight” (no ambushes for instance). It may well be that brothers
or cousins of the fallen warriors seek out the party for revenge, with a few of their friends – however the
chieftain and his horse captains will order no troops after them. In fact one of the wildest freebooters in
the city, one Torek Thurgisson sometime of Mercania is famed for having slain hot blooded steppes men
of the Fish eagle clan on at least three occasions – and yet he is often seen drinking in the company of
Khan Il'yik himself! It appears that the nomads regard such bloody confrontations as part of being a man
– whoever is not strong enough to survive the fight, is better off in the afterlife anyway.
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The Southern Steppe Lands
Passing north out of the farmlands the ground rises a little and then levels out and widens as one passes
the northern tip of the lake onto the shores of the grass ocean itself. The ground here is excellent for
grazing but too dry and flaky for crops to grow – although short, wizened jelig-nut trees dot the landscape
regularly.
The road from here turns east a little and then simply peters out into the vastness. Traders wishing to get
a better price than the Khans offer in Kef itself, will coax their reluctant caravans up this last forty leagues
and set up camp somewhere by the roadside. Within a day at most, word will have been passed round by
the sharp-eyed nomad herdboys and two, three or even four subclans will have appeared to bid and
haggle.
Interestingly, there are no permanent settlements here, though an inn or two might seem an obvious line
of business. Regardless of their endless internecine struggles, all the khanates agree that “where the horse
roams freely, no man should build a wall”. Those entrepreneurs foolish enough to have built a boarding
house, stockade or even a watering stop have found it burned to the ground within a year and often paid
with their lives into the bargain.
There are several natural springs in this area however their location is not obvious as the wide land hides
its contours well. Therefore a party travelling here should make good provision to carry its own water, or
risk putting itself at the mercy of the sun and the wandering nomad Warbands.
Deer and other smaller game roam freely and visitors are free to hunt them – whereas even a yearling
taken from a nomad herd will result in swift and massive retribution.
For each day that a party spends in the steppes without a nomad guide they should roll on the Eastern
Stepped encounter table (detailed in the Khanate Bestiary section of this document).
With a nomad guide, the chance of an encounter is halved, and even then the party has a 20% chance of
detecting it before it closes to combat range, giving them an opportunity to evade or set an ambush.

People and Politics
Kef today might be said to be governed by the uneasy interplay of four different factions:

The Opalarians
The nominal governor of the city – and its surrounding province – nowadays restricts himself to keeping
the place viable as a military strongpoint should it one day be needed in the case of open war against the
Khanates. To this end his garrison trains hard, deals severely with intruders or blatant insults to the
Sultan – and otherwise keeps itself to itself. Any other matter is left as much as humanly possible to
whoever is most anxious to complain about it. The writ of Ta'ashim law, codified over centuries and
available in various copies in the city's library, does not run here.
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The Nomads
The two major southern Khanates hold permanent residence here, and normally there are a few other
Khanates as well. The representative of each Khan holds sway over his own people in the city – whether
they be warriors or traders – and is generally held by all to have the right to judge and punish anyone who
wrongs his people.
Shir-Aliq
This clan is a distant offshoot of the original Qadiks and this fact is known to the Opalarian military and
the city's elite. They therefore believe that this gives the clan some special favour with Opalar's
Qadik-descended ruling dynasty. In fact nomad culture recognizes no such obligation between related
clans, but the Shir-Aliq leader Ilkut (see above) is wily enough to let the misconception stand. Thus it is
that this contingent, although no larger than the rival Elgut clan, is generally considered the preeminent
nomad group in Kef.
Elgut
This clan is perhaps the most traditional and militaristic of the contingents in the city. It prides itself in
mounted warfare and keeps a larger contingent of ponies in reserve than any others. Its warriors even
train with the larger Ta'ashim horses bred far to the south. It sees itself as having been usurped from a
naturally preeminent position by the Shir-Aliq and often looks for occasions to expand its influence even
at the risk of “unpleasantness”.
Harr-Essin
This clan's contingent is much smaller than that of the major two but in recent years it has been growing
rapidly. The clan is from far to the east – so far in fact that its warriors speak a dialect which other clans
can follow only with difficulty.
It is rumoured to have hired assassins from far Khitai in order to advance its interests within the city – the
theory being that these fellows, dressed as nomads, will look “just the same” to an outsider.

The Traders
The native population of the city, though weaker than either the garrison or the nomads, far outnumber
either of them and are generally allowed to get on with their business. Even the Khan's' men have learned
over the years that it is better to let the merchants police their own markets – if truth be told some of the
nomads prefer trading with the Keffans (as opposed to other nomads) since they are less likely to turn
down a good business deal simply on a point of honour.

The Unsavouries
The political limbo created by the stand-off between the nomads and the Opalarians has meant that the
city has acquired a small but significant minority of freebooters, mercenaries, treasure-hunters,
confidence tricksters and generally shady characters from all over the Ta'ashim lands and beyond. These
folk are generally well armed, experienced and can sometimes pay good coin, so the other factions tend to
leave them well alone except when they threaten to create open disorder.
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It must be said that while each faction tends to “live-and-let-live” with the others, that does not imply a
state of blissful ignorance. Each community likes to keep a close eye on its neighbours Kef is rife with
spies, informers and double-agents. For example it is common knowledge that Jar Khelek, chief
representative of the Streaked Vulture clan, offers a standard fee to any lady of pleasure who will bring
him information about the pillow-talk of their customers from rival Khanates.

Marbo – The Art of Wrestling
The fighting style known as Marbo is one of the few cultural traditions which unites all the current
residents of Kef. Evolved over the last few generations from nomad wrestling styles mixed with Opalarian
drill techniques, it's fortnightly bouts regularly draw crowds of all classes and cultures (see The Citadel
above) and visitors are welcome to participate at their peril. The use of bladed or metal weapons (and
armour) is forbidden, as are strikes to the head. Other than that, pretty much anything goes, although a
few peculiar rules serve to keep the bouts (just) within the realms of sport.
●
●
●
●

The challenger in a bout may select any combination of weapons and armour (including empty
hand) for his own use.
The defender may then select any combination with which to defend himself.
The challenger then has the option to swap the weapons and/or armour between himself and the
defender – this serves to keep contests reasonably balanced.
The coup-de-grace on an incapacitated foe is forbidden, though a lucky hit that ends an
opponent's life in a moment is quite acceptable.

Other than death, a bout ends when an opponent is unconscious or submits.
●

A bout has only three rounds, of four, two and one minutes duration respectively. Characters
who compete in a Marbo bout, either publicly or in one of the many informal Marbo halls
throughout the city, may gain half experience as per the rules for tournaments in the core
rulebook. In terms of rules, bouts should be fought as normal combats with the following rule
modifications:

●

Experienced Marbo fighters count their empty hands as “Unarmed Combat” specialists (d6, 3)

●

The limitations on strikes and metal weapons mean that all other weapons suffer a -1 penalty to
Armour Bypass and Damage compared to their normal equivalents

Adventure Ideas
Dirty Work
The party is contracted by one Khanate to kidnap a scion of another clan, making it seem as though
foreigners were involved. In fact the hirer plans to kill the boy, plunging the city into open strife. The
party are approached by representatives of the city merchants who offer a fat fee in order for them to try
an alternative solution
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Escort duty
The party is hired to guard a rich merchant's cargo as it heads north for barter with the nomads, then
back. The trip out is easy enough – but then they discover that the merchandise is to be paid for with
slaves taken in skirmish from other nomad clans. The slaves accept their fate as part of their system of
honour – however the party realise that some of them are not what they seem (could be Djinn or some
kind of shapeshifter).

Shadowhunters
An adventure in three Acts for 4-6 players of Rank 3-5.

Act I – The Journey
The players will be approached as they make their way around one of the markets, and a meeting
proposed that night in the gardens outside the governor's palace.
If they accept, they will be met by Aklal Danrani, a reasonably-successful merchant and head of one of the
city's oldest families. He will quiz them about their previous escapades and employers in an attempt to
satisfy himself of two things:
1. That they are tough enough to get themselves out of a fight
2. That they are sufficiently avaricious to buy in to his plan
Once Danrani is happy his servant will cast an I llusion spell to make sure that nothing they say can be
heard by passers-by, and tell them the following story.
He has discovered from old family records that there is a third route onto the Shadowlord plateau, far to
the north of the city. Furthermore he has heard of a failed expedition sent by his great-uncle which
managed to extract some treasure but foundered on the route back through the mountains. He has a crude
map left by the only member of the expedition to Survive.
He wants the party to follow the map and recover the lost loot. He will take any coins or jewels, while the
party has the right to any artefacts from the haul.
They must keep their destination a secret as he is worried about his commercial rivals discovering his
plan and insisting on a cut. If the party agrees, they have a day to prepare themselves, then he will assist
them to leave the city by a little known Route.
If the players successfully use ESP or any kind of magical ability to divine the truth behind his words, they
will get the idea that it is basically accurate but not completely honest
If they spend a day asking around about Danrani at the Great Bazaar or less salubrious joints, they will
find out some of the following facts. (Normal success: 1 fact, Critical success: 2 facts, Critical failure:
Danrani finds out about their snooping and flies into a rage. This means he will not aid them in leaving
the city secretly (see Act 2 below).
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●
●
●

●
●

Danrani is descended indirectly from the ill-fated Aqsani family
Danrani's father Barsan was a fervent believer in the riches to be had finding treasure on the
Shadowlord plateau – in fact he came close to beggaring his family in a fruitless hunt for jewels
Aklal for his part seems to have a calmer head on his shoulders and since become patriarch of the
family has once again focussed on simple trade, restoring the family's fortunes to a much
healthier state
The Danranis are the only family of requisite stature NEVER invited to officiate at weekly
prayers.
Aklal was rumoured to have sent out a trade mission to one of the Khanates in the previous year,
hoping to cement some kind of exclusive deal. However the mission never returned and it seems
that the deal fell through

If they accept the deal Aklal will allow one of the literate members of the party to sit for an hour,
supervised by his servant, to copy the map. The GM may decide to require a roll to see how accurate the
copying is – and amuse himself with the consequences of mistakes.
The map clearly shows that they must travel some distance into the edge of the steppe lands before
cutting west to find a distinctive-looking mountain. A spring which appears to rise in the mountain in
fact issues from a gully which, if followed, leads through a pass onto the Shadowlord plateau well below
the snowline.
The party should equip themselves with ropes, solid boots, provisions and anything else they feel
relevant, at the Grand Bazaar. If they are too obvious (for instance buying only from one or two stalls, or
talking openly about their plans) then the prices will tend to go up. Worse, their chance of Jurken's group
(see Act II below) catching them in an ambush doubles.

Act II – The Journey
The journey should take about a week, including the valley, the steppes, the foothills and the pass itself.
However given the various difficulties that may be encountered, it may take twice that much time!
The journey should begin (unless the party has angered their patron, see above) with Aqsani's servant
leading them at night through a secret tunnel from one of his master's warehouses to a location in the
middle of the ruined quarter. The party will be blindfolded at the entrance to the warehouse but once
they are in the tunnel they may move normally. The servant will let them out and give them directions
out of the quarter before sealing the doorway behind him.
Leaving this way, they will be able to make their way out of the city and past the nomad encampments by
dawn – they will need to RP their tactics to move silently past, but should not need a roll unless they are
stupid.
If they decide to dally in the ruined quarter they may stir something up and/or find a small amount of
valuable treasure – however the longer they delay, the more chance that dawn will break before they are
well past the nomads, thus increasing their chances of detection. If they ARE detected, they may be able to
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talk their way out of things, but may also have to fight – or to make up some deal in order to provide the
chieftain whose men took them, with a cut.
Finally, if they have to leave under their own steam, they will need to think up a way to make their
destination less notable – and in any case pass into nomad country when the khanate patrols are at their
most active.
In any case, once they are level with the northern tip of the lake, they will have a day on horseback, or
two on foot ahead of them before they can recognize the landmarks which mean they should turn west.
About halfway along this route, the GM should begin to make them realise the enormity of the
grasslands. They will be out of sight of the lake, Kef hill, and the Isis river. All they can see are the
somewhat distant peaks of the Harogarn to the west, and endless undulating plains in all other directions.
Given this, if the group has given no thought to navigation they will get lost. Acceptable methods of
navigation would be: dead reckoning, using the stars and moon, a guide previously hired in Kef, or
magical means. The GM should determine randomly how long they wander (and random encounters
they have to fight off) before either the Sub-Chief or Jurken's group come upon them (see below).

The Sub-Chief
The area of steppe through which the party are travelling is currently ruled, inasmuch as a Khanate ever
lays claim to a fixed area, by Yt-Bulut, of the White Vulture clan. In fact this clan's heartland is far to the
east (about a m
 onth's journey on a good horse) and Yt-Buluts father is the current Khan. Yt-Bulut is his
third son and secretly he believes him to be the only one with the right mix of intelligence, ferocity and
cunning to lead the clan into the future. However the young man is rather naive and had not realized
quite how hard his other brothers were trying to kill him off in order to secure their own positions.
Therefore his father sent him on this great journey to the west in order that he might have a chance to
grow to full manhood in his own time. Yt-Bulut, unfortunately, views this as unjust disfavour on his
father's part and this has put him in rather a reckless mood as he tries to find some great feat with which
to garner his own renown.
The sub-chieftain's party is composed of the following notable personnel:
His father's old retainer and now bodyguard, a seasoned warrior (5th rank barbarian)
His spiritual counsellor, a minor sun shaman (in fact, even the sub-chieftain does not know that she is a
senior member of the council who has chosen to distance herself from her fellows due to differences of
opinion – in effect she has chosen internal exile. (6th rank sun shaman.)
Two troops of horsemen, each comprising a dozen nomads (1st rank barbarians) led by experienced
henchmen (3rd rank steppes barbarians). Each horseman has a spare mount
Several dozen wives, children and other camp-followers. All have some form of mounted transport and
will fight fiercely ( As Unranked Humans) if such becomes necessary.
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Semiz Qarin a less-than-successful merchant from Kef who has found a better living as an advisor to
Yt-Bulut. The prince has welcomed him as a tool to understand the Ta'ashim that he might better exploit
them. Unfortunately Semiz Qarin has cottoned on to the prince's adventurous personality and has learned
to embellish his advice in order to win more favour. The prince's other advisors have realised that Semiz
Qarin is a bad influence but are so far at a loss as to how to get rid of him.
If the party manages to come up with a sensible plan for navigation, they may avoid the sub-chieftain
entirely, in which case they can skip straight to Act III, but will almost certainly encounter him if they try
and make their way back through the Steppes. Otherwise they will encounter him at some point or other
– on their terms or his. In all cases, he is wise enough to realise that they may bring him good fortune so
he will not attack out of hand – though if they are exhausted, dehydrated and lost he will certainly have a
lower opinion of them than if he comes upon them marching west in good order.
Once contact is made, the nomad warriors will politely encircle the party and make it clear that they have
no choice but to make an audience with the sub-chieftain. If the party insists on fighting here they may
manage to break out, but will then be harried mercilessly through day and night by the horse archers,
without being able to engage in a pitched battle.
Assuming the party encounters the sub-chieftain, he will do his best to find out what they are up to in his
lands. He is already aware of the many rumours about the Shadowlord's treasure although personally he is
sceptical of them, and prefers to value wealth in land and horses. He feels that the irresistible tide of
history is for the nomads to overrun the whole of the Isis valley over the next generations and believes
that any supposedly magical artifact will not change that. Meanwhile his shaman knows far more than she
reveals about them, but since she considers the treasure dangerous and possibly cursed, she feigns to agree
with the sub-chieftain opinions in order to keep him from any fool headed endeavours. The party should
therefore roleplay their negotiations with the sub-chieftain taking into account the following factors:
Honour. The nomads do not like being directly lied to but consider half truths, misleading statements and
downright forgetfulness to be part of the game
Magic. If the party simply denies everything the Shaman will use her magic unobtrusively to try and find
out the truth. If she succeeds she will keep it under her hat for the aforementioned reasons, unless it
becomes obvious that the Sub-Chieftains mind is made up.
Interests. The sub-chieftain privately considers the quest to be a waste of time but feels his rights must be
respected. He will insist upon some kind of tithe – if the party are skilled they will be able to agree upon a
promise of giving a share of whatever they find rather than an up-front fee.
Quid Pro Quo. The party may also be able to negotiate an escort right into the foothills. This will save
them 2 days' journey as the nomads have decent horses, water and know the best routes. However it will
also mean revealing to the sub-chieftain, the rough whereabouts of the entrance to the pass from
Danrani's map. In this case the nomads will definitely keep a watch on this route for several weeks to
make sure that any who return, do not forget to “pay their respects” to the sub-chieftain.
Finally, if any magic-using member of the party is able to impress the shaman with skill or reasoning, she
may quietly approach him to give him a simple talisman of bone which she has imbued with her power. It
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will last for about a month before its magic fades. When clutched, this Talisman gives the bearer a chance
of detecting a cursed place or item, in the following manner:
Warlocks, Sorcerers and Elementalists must expend at least one MP to use the talisman. Their chance of detecting a
curse is then equal to RANK + MP EXPENDED on 2d10. For instance a Rank 4 Warlock who spends 3 MP, will
need to roll 7 or less on 2d10 to succeed.
Mystics do not spend MP but must take a penalty of 1 on their psychic fatigue roll for every additional point they
add to their Rank in order to determine their chance of success.
If the attempt is unsuccessful the wearer will know this – they will realise that they are still “not sure” about the item
in question.
Another attempt may be made every 15 minutes, obviously with the expenditure of more MP/Spell Expiry rolls.
If, on the other hand, the party antagonises the shaman she will arrange for the merchant, Semiz Qarin, to
accompany them, ostensibly to protect the sub-chieftain's interests. In fact, she just wants to get rid of
him and hopes that he will die on the trail.

Jurken's Party
Danrani is a sharp customer and has arranged for one of Kef's more notorious outsiders, Jurken
Longshanks, to leave Kef the day after the party and shadow them. If the party encounters the
sub-chieftain Jurken will know about it and if they then receive assistance from them will suspect that
they have made a deal. If they make their way into the mountains, Jurken is supposed to wait in the
foothills and then make sure that they return to Kef. However Jurken is an avaricious fellow and in fact is
angry that Danrani did not trust HIM with this mission. Therefore he will attempt to ambush the party
once he has followed them into the pass. However if the party are careful about their journey tactics, they
may be able to realise that he is after them and set an ambush for him! Some kind of clash with Jurken is
almost inevitable, but there are various outcomes:
Standoff. Jurken is greedy but he is not stupid. If the party set an ambush or just a good defensive
position, and he detects it in time, he will offer to parley. The party could have him agree that he will not
chase them – of course he will not keep his word and merely lay an ambush for them when they return.
Retreat. The nomad brothers' loyalty is to each other and to Jurken. If one of them is slain, the other will
fight viciously (+2 ATTACK, -2 DEFENCE) to avenge him – however if Jurken is slain the brothers will
extricate themselves from the fight as soon as safely possible. At that point the remaining members are
likely to surrender – Yedi in particular is not keen on a fight to the finish.
Defeat. If the party manages to defeat the enemy without massacring them, and the translator is still alive,
he will offer them his services for free since he does not fancy travelling back through the steppes alone.
Of course, since the man is a “mole”, this would be a mixed blessing.
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Jurken Longshanks
Jurken has made a name for himself in the borderlands between Kef and the Steppes and not surprisingly
he has made some accommodations with the nomads. His group are all equipped with Steppes ponies, he
knows the terrain well and has a good supply of water and dried foods. Apart from the two foreigners
who assist him, he is accompanied by a pair of twin nomad fighters whose life he once saved (accidentally,
though he never told them that) and who now accompany him on his travels. For this particular mission
he has also hired a translator (who, unbeknownst to him, is also in the pay of Danrani).
A Mercanian warrior who, despite his name, is rather short for a norseman, but extremely broad to make
up for it. He wields an ancient two-handed axe* (allegedly won in a bet) which cuts through armour like
few others, yet holds a nasty secret – once it has tasted blood it must kill someone or the bearer will not be
able to sleep until it does. This has led Jurken to slay more than a few innocents over the years and is in
fact the reason he now lives far from his homeland.
4th Rank Barbarian (STR: 16, REF: 12, INT: 11, PSY: 13, LKS: 8)
ATTACK 19
DEFENCE 9
Health Points 17
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 5
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 6

2 Handed Axe (d8+2, 7)*
Chainmail (AF4)
Bow (d6, 4)

Caius Tellur
A Tamorian war-mage who was forced to flee the ranks in disgrace after killing his superior officer in a
fight over an extortion scheme which went wrong. He harbours resentment against New Selentium about
the loss of his career, yet manages to retain a sense of superiority over the “benighted” Opalarians and
worse yet, the nomads. He wears a suit of mail* which has a useful enchantment – any blow passing it
(that is, a successful ABR) will have the damage it inflicts reduced by one.
3rd Rank Warlock (STR: 13, REF: 13, INT: 12, PSY: 15, LKS: 9)
ATTACK 15
DEFENCE 9
Health Points 10
MAGICAL ATTACK 15
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 5
STEALTH 13
PERCEPTION 5

2 Handed Sword (d10, 5)
Chainmail (AF4)*
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Yedi bin Talmik
A minor nobleman from Marazid who lost his lands by decree of the Wazir after leading a failed military
raid. He is a fine swordsman though perhaps a little lacking in courage – his blade* was specially forged to
aid in defensive swordplay. He is also a good-looking and cultured man with a command of both
Nasserine and Opalarian – therefore it is he who normally talks the group out of trouble with the
authorities whenever it commits an act which is too blatantly outrageous.
3rd Rank Knight (STR: 12, REF: 17, INT: 14, PSY: 10, LKS: 14)
ATTACK 16
DEFENCE 12*
Health Points 13
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 4
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 6

Sword (d8, 4)
Plate Armour (AF5), Shield
Crossbow (d10, 4)

Billagung & Tellagung
The nomad brothers. Even Jurken has difficulty telling them apart. In fact Billagung is rather more hot
headed while Tellagung is rather more cautious.
2nd Rank Steppes Barbarians
ATTACK 16
DEFENCE 7
Health Points 14
MAGICAL DEFENCE 5

EVASION 6
STEALTH 13
PERCEPTION 5

Sword (d8, 4)
Studded Leather Armour (AF3)
Bow (d8, 3) – Master Bowman, Horse Archery

Pashur Billani
The translator. Unbeknownst to anyone (even his real employer Danrani), Pashur is a scholar not only of
languages but of the magical arts. He will not use his powers, or even get involved in fighting, unless his
life is directly threatened. Pashur is skilled in the following languages:
●
●
●

Fluent:: Nasserine, Opalarian, Keffan  ( all written and spoken)
Intermediate: Old Kaikhuran
Basic: The tongue and runic system of the Harogarn Dwarves; the ideograms of the Shadowlords
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1st Rank Sorcerer
ATTACK 11
DEFENCE 5
Health Points 7
MAGICAL ATTACK 15

MAGICAL DEFENCE 5
EVASION 6
STEALTH 13
PERCEPTION 5

Shortsword (d8, 3)
Hard Leather Armour (AF2)

The Pass
Regardless of how they get there, the party will have to spend a day picking their way carefully through
the steep-sided dry riverbed indicated on Danrani's map. If the party has anything more than minor
injuries they will need two days to make the passage, which means that they must camp for the night
under one of its overhangs. During the night they will suffer an attack by a Dire Wind (p. 24) . The GM
should make sure to handle the combat taking into account the limited room for manoeuvre – only one
large or two small people can stand abreast, so the creature will try to pick off the people one by one. This
particular fiend was long ago bound by a sun shaman to keep within the pass and nevermore infest the
plains below. Furthermore, it was constrained to attack only at night – in practice, whenever the sun is
below the horizon or even touching it, the Dire Wind may strike.
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Act III – The Treasure
Once out of the pass the party will discover how far Danrani's story diverges from the facts. On
approaching a fork in the river where the map indicates the recovered treasure was buried, they will
discover a makeshift cabin. Inside is a somewhat sickly figure bundled up in ragged clothing. He will greet
them in rough Opalarian (switching to Beaulangue if he realises that anyone speaks it) and bid them
enter, then tell them the following tale:
He is Gilles de L'Oc, an adventurer out of Chaubrette who was hired by Danrani (his mannerisms make
clear that he is not a big fan of Danrani). They had heard of a pass and Danrani agreed to pay them a share
of the treasure if they could find it.
“The journey was hard and we lost a couple on the way in – one to wild beasts who attacked the camp, and then our
translator wandered off when the thirst got to him.”
“We reached the outskirts of the Citadel and even there were rich pickings – but Karim was poisoned by some kind
of trap and he faded away before the day's End.”
“There was already enough to fill our packs so we headed back – but on the way the centaurs ambushed us and
Albert was killed – and I took an arrow in the leg. We dropped the stuff and ran for it. By the time we got here I
was no good for anything. Werner left me here and went back for help.”
“Bastard never came back though. Nearly a year it's been and the leg healed up but crooked like, I'd never make it
through the pass. I built this cabin but I am wasting away – ain't enough food here.”
If the party does not ask, he will slowly bring the conversation around to the possibility of the party going
back to recover the treasure his group left behind. He only asks a tenth share. If asked about Danrani's
share he will say that he no longer has any obligation to the man as Danrani surely left him to die. He will
explain the route towards the dropped treasure, it is about a day's travel to the west. He believes that the
centaurs will not have touched it as they regard anything from the Citadel as cursed.
Observant members of the party will notice that the cabin is large enough for at least three people. Very
observant members will spot signs that there are other inhabitants.
Assuming that the party travels to the area described, which is just on the edge of the plateau before the
ground slopes upward, they will indeed discover some treasure, though not as much as he described.

The Treasure
The treasure is piled inside a rotting sack. If it is taken out and examined carefully in good light, it will be
seen to be made up of two wooden caskets:
The box of Yürek-Uy (see below). This is in fact the most valuable part of the treasure but appears simply
to be a smallish casket, sturdily made of wood and bound with iron. Inside it will be found:
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●

●

A set of crossbow bolts (about 20) of exceptional make, which offer a +1 to the user's attack when
used. Two of the bolts are cursed and when used will cause a mishap to occur whereby the
wielder shoots one of his friends as if by accident.
A ring of shadows. Wearing this ring, a character fades slightly from sight and gains +3 to
Stealth. In addition, in any light except bright sunlight he will not be noticed by any character
with a rank lower than his own. However the ring comes with a drawback: once a character
wearing it HAS been spotted by someone, he will never be able to hide from that person (or, for
instance, lose himself in a crowd) while he wears the ring. That person will always manage to
find him somehow.
Silver coins equivalent to 200 florins. The coins have ancient designs which any treasure-hunter
or academic who has studied the matter, will recognize as being from the Shadowlords.

A second, larger box, made of sweet-smelling cedar, which has no magical power of its own but contains
the following items:
● Five throwing daggers. These blades are well-balanced and made of a strange, hard metal and
provide +1 ATTACK and ARMOUR BYPASS to anyone who throws them. However they are
collectively cursed such that each time one is thrown, it has a chance of slipping and cutting the
wearer's throwing hand (1 HP damage and -1 to ATTACK and DEFENCE for the remainder of
the combat. The chance of such a slip is equal to the number of knives thrown in the combat on a
d10 (for instance if you are throwing the second knife, you would have a slip on 1-2 on d10).
Obviously the GM should make this roll secretly.
● Various items of jewellery, again easily identifiable as being of shadowlord make. The jewellery
instills a faint sense of unease in all who touch it but in fact has no ill effects on the wearer. If the
party is able to sell it the value could be several thousand florins.
● A worn rock which someone who has dealt with the lake people would recognize as being a
larger version of the pebbles given to supplicants by the witches of the stilted village.
● Gold coins equivalent to 900 florins. Again, recognizably not of modern origin. These coins are
not cursed as such, but if they are melted down to be used again, whatever is made from them
will constantly be lost or stolen from its Owner.
On the return journey they will be accosted by a party of half-a-dozen centaur who will surround them
from both sides of the road, just above. The centaur will demand a tribute for passage through their lands.
They do not want coin – nor do they want any part of the treasure which they indeed regard as cursed –
rather they want metal items of war with which to assist their fight against those who would intrude
upon their lands.
Each member of the party should offer something (and the GM should be careful that they do not
suddenly “remember” an extra sword they had bought back in Kef):
● a dagger (not just an eating knife), sword or axe
● a handful of arrows or crossbow bolts
● a shield
● a helmet or other piece of armour (only possible if the character has AF4 or above – in which
case the AF will be reduced by 1 until they can purchase a replacement)
If the party refuses to pay, they will attack – in the first round they will act before anyone else given their
advantageous position. They will use their bows until/unless the party shows that they are able to
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respond adequately with answering ranged fire, in which case they will close in. If any Centaur is reduced
to 0 HP or the battle is clearly going against them, they will break off and flee into the twisting paths of
the foothills . Equally, if the party calls a truce and agrees to pay the tribute after all, they will cease
fighting and accept it, then go on their way. If the party calls a truce and then uses it to backstab the
centaurs they will flee – but the survivors will return the next day with a dozen of their Tribe Mates.
Either way, the party will arrive somewhat bloodied at the cabin and at that point Gilles will put the next
part of his plan into effect. He will check over the treasure they brought and divide it equally enough
without argument. However he will make sure to take long enough over this that night draws in and
travel is impossible until the following day. He will claim to be recovered from his fever and offer his
cabin for the party's use since the nights are cold. It can sleep 3 comfortably and 5 uncomfortably. He will
build a fire and ask to share their food, then recommend an early night so that the group can head back as
soon as the sun has risen.
In fact, as soon as some or all of the party are safely asleep, Gilles and his companions will activate their
trap – the floor of the cabin will fall away, leaving anyone inside in a shallow pit over which the floor will
then close. The pit is not deep and the floor is simply earth, so the fall will only cause 1d3 damage to each
person (armour will have no effect). Enough air leaks in that there is no risk of suffocation.
Gilles' plan is not to injure the party, just to get them out of his way so that he can take all the treasure.
His companions in this endeavour are a couple of crazed dwarves from deep within the Harogarn. They
have used their skill with earth and stone to construct the trap, and magic to seal it. After three days the
magic will cease and the doors of the trap may be pushed open without much force. Before that, a huge
amount of force will be needed, which will be difficult to apply given that the pit is too shallow to stand
in. Magical means may also be used, but may hurt the occupants.
If any of the party happen not to be within the trap, Gilles and his fellows will attack them but only
enough to overpower them or render them unconscious – they will only kill if forced to.

Gilles’ Gang
Gilles is indeed not alone – over the year of his recovery and effective exile here on the edge of the
mountains he has befriended, if such it can be called, a pair of dwarves from deep within the Harogarn.
He has explained to them the riches which could be had if they can find a way to retrieve the treasure and
bring it to Kef. However, the dwarves have an inordinate fear of the centaurs and will not travel into
their lands. Thus Gilles needs to get someone else (the party) to do this!

Gilles de l'Oc
Trained as a squire in far-off Chaubrette, he spent several years fighting in the Crusader States but never
quite caught the eye of anyone important enough to receive his knighthood. Nevertheless he is an
accomplished fighter and not nearly as debilitated by his illness as he makes out. The injury to his leg is
genuine however, and slows him down a little in combat.
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4th Rank Knight (STR: 13, REF: 13, INT: 14, PSY: 10, LKS: 10)
ATTACK 17
DEFENCE 11
Health Points 13
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 5
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 6

Sword (d8, 4)
Remains of a suit of plate (AF3)

Jikkenur
A Dwarven nobleman who was posted to the farthest surface reaches of the Harogarn domains due to his
family falling out of favour in the realm's internal politics. The dishonour and isolation has in fact driven
him somewhat mad. Gilles has never met dwarves before and does not realise this – he simply thinks this
is how Dwarves normally act. In practice this means Jikkenur will not always act rationally to execute the
plan – he may “jump the gun” on the ambush described above – or forget/refuse to use his powers at a
crucial moment. Jikkenur has some skill as an Earth Elementalist.
3rd Rank Earth Elementalist (STR: 13, REF: 13, INT: 12, PSY: 15, LKS: 9)
ATTACK 13
DEFENCE 9
Health Points 10
MAGICAL ATTACK 15

MAGICAL DEFENCE 7
EVASION 5
STEALTH 13
PERCEPTION 5

Shortsword (d8, 3)
Chainmail (AF4)

Sakkunur
A long-time retainer of the Jikken household, he has been mandated by Jikkenur's father to look after his
son while he is in exile. Sakkunur is fiercely loyal to Jikkenur and he is suspicious of all humans. He has
realised that Jikkenur is losing his sanity but in order to hide this fact from Gilles, imitates Jikkenur's
actions even when they are irrational – this has contributed to the Chaubrettan thinking that the
Harogarni Mountain Kings are an even stranger breed than the ‘Nain’ spoken of in his homelands
folklore.
Sakkunur will not hesitate to kill anyone he thinks might harm Jikkenur – including Gilles. However he is
experienced enough to avoid a direct conflict if flight would be a better option. He uses an axe with
vicious barbs designed to rip and tear the enemy's flesh, but which does not penetrate armour quite as
well as a sword.
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5th Rank Knight (STR: 16, REF: 17, INT: 14, PSY: 10, LKS: 14)
ATTACK 16
DEFENCE 12*
Health Points 13
MAGICAL DEFENCE 7

EVASION 4
STEALTH 14
PERCEPTION 6

Axe (d6+1, 6)*
Chainmail (AF4), Shield
Crossbow (d10, 4)

GM'S Notes – The Real Story
There is a genuine opportunity here but so many avaricious fellows have tried to doublecross each other
to get at it that the truth is hard to detect.
The Aqsani family did indeed take treasures from the Citadel of the Shadowlords and gain great wealth by
it. The vast majority of them were simply works of art and jewellery with no value above their
craftsmanship and the precious metals and jewels used to make them. A few, however, did have magical
powers and it was these that Aqsani sought most keenly, without ever making his objectives public.
After the flight of his daughter (see above), Aqsani chanced upon the greatest find of all – or so he
thought at the time. The box of Yürek-Uy was an instrument of justice in the Shadowlord civilization.
When a promise is spoken in the presence of the box ( Within 1m ) the promiser must keep his word –
whether he intends to or not, at the moment he makes the promise.
Aqsani planned to use this to make himself rich as his trading partners would, with the silver-tongued
trickery of the merchant class, seal their own fates as they promised him this or that price, quality or
impossible delivery without any intention to keep their word. However what Aqsani did not realize is
that the box of Yürek-Uy are a pair – and he only obtained one of them. When only one box is held, the
promissor will fail utterly to deliver on his words, however hard he tries. This was the key reason for the
collapse of the Aqsani family's fortunes – every trader who dealt with them suffered grievous losses as
caravan after caravan was lost to bandits, sandstorms, disease or fraud. And slowly those traders realized
that while such mishaps could happen to anyone, they always occurred when the customer was Aqsani.
His household's name became a byword for bad luck and commercial failure.
More than a century later, Danrani, investigating his infamous forebears secret dealings as something of a
pastime, discovered the box and was able to research its real secret.
He has locked the box away and devoted his efforts to secretly finding its counterpart which he assumes
must still be somewhere within the citadel of the Shadowlords. He took several years using several
different gangs of tomb-robbers to find out where the box was in fact hidden. Then several more years to
have the members of these gangs killed off so that his real objective would be unknown. Finally he hired
Gilles' party to recover the box itself. However when only one member of that party returned to Kef,
severely wounded, he suspected a double-cross on Gilles' part and has kept him chained up in the
dungeon below his house until he can find out the truth. For this reason, after contracting the party he
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will send Jurken's group to shadow them and make sure that any treasure found does in fact make his way
back to his hands. Since the boxes of Yürek-Uy are very unprepossessing to look at, he is worried that the
party may simply discard them as worthless junk.
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1 - Rubb Pass
2 - Nomad Encampments
3 - City of Kef
4 - Stilted Village
5 - Hidden Track

6 - Keep of the Shadowlords
7 - Swamps of the Jinn
8 - Aker Pass
9 - City of Ta’Aqan
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